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Hon. Sir HAL COLEBATCH: Clauses 36
to 38 are consequential on the knocking out
of the plural voting provisions.

Clause put and negatived.
Clauses 37 and 38-negatived.
Clauses 39 to 44-agreed to,
Progress reported.

Rouse adjourned at 10.41 p.m.

Tuesday, 11th December, 1945.

Questions: Regional hospitals, am to Planning Corn-
mlttee's report ... 2050

Collie coal Indestry-(a) sto report of Common-
wealth Commission 2A50
(b) as to stone drive to Co-operative ine .. 2050

School desks--(A) all to manufacture by State
Tmplement Works 2551
(~b) as torequirements ofEducatlon'Department 2051

'Wo handling at Fremantle, as to carry-over of
trucks and demnurrage .................. 2051

BILLS: IWorkers' Homes Act Amendment, 3S. 2651
L-eirilattve Council Referendum, Su........2662

BuligOperations and Buiding Materils'
control , returned............2055

Inadustrial Development (Resumption of Lied),
retarned................265

Industries Asi Wstance Act Cntinuance, returned 2855
Adoption of Children Act Ameadment. returned 205
Mortgages' Rights Restriction Act Continuance,

Councl's amendment .. ... .. ...2056
Seperannuatloa and Family Benefits Act Amend-

mee, 2s., remann satH as........ ._..2056
Comonweath ad Stt2ouigAgemn. ,

rea.in Sages...............2867
Road Closure. a. ........................ 268
Reserves, 2R........................... 2570
Bush Fires Act Amendment 2a&..... ......... 2873
MIlk, 2R.. Corn.........................2074

Adjournment, special..............2805

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

REGIONAL HOSPITALS.

AS to Planning Committee's Report.

Mr. TELFER asked the Minister for'
Health:

1. Has the hospital planning committee
reported as to the potential regional hos-
pitals for the State?

2, Is Kellerberrin or Merredin chosen as
a regional hospital site?

3, Immediately manpower and materials
are available will steps be taken to have the
regional hospital built and completed?

4, Will a pathologist be attached to such
hospital?

5, Have any efforts been made to hatve
restrictions liftedl so as to alow nursing
staff to approach the State 'Arbitration
Court in order that nurses may receive
salary commensurate to the services they
have rendered

The MINISTER replied:

1, The committee has made tentative pro-
posals.

2, Merredin is recommended.
3, The plani is one for progressive fulfil-

ment, and hospitals will be constructed or
enlarged in order of urgency and practica-
bility in relation to other urgent demands
for labour and materials.

4, Pathological services will be available.
It is probable that a laboratory assistant
will be attached to each regional hospital
and more difficult pathological examinations
be ref erred to the central pathological
laboratory.

5, Yes--by prolonged correspondence and
personal representations to Federal Minis-
ters.

COLLIE COAL INDUSTRY.

(a) As to Report of Comnwnwealth
Commission.

Air. WILSON asked the Minister for
M1ines:

1, Has the report of the Commonwealth
Government's Commission-headed by Sir
Raphael Cilento-on the Collie coal mining
industry been received by his Department?

2,Y If so, does that report contain recom-
mendations regarding health matters, mod-
ern bathrooms for mine workers, prevention
of dangerous and careless use of high ex-
plosives, and the humane treatment of
horses working underground?

3, When is it intended to implement the
recommendations contained in the report?

The MINISTER replied:
1, No.
2 and 3, Answered by 1.

(b) As to Stone Drive to Co-operative
Mine.

Mr. WILSON asked the Minister for
Mines:

1, Is it a fact that f or the past five years
the Collie Miners' Union and myself have
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pressed by deputation on several occasions
to the Premier's Department and Mines De-
partuient for the urgent necessity of a stone
drive being driven to connect with the coal
seam at the Co-operative Mine at Collie?

2, Did Mr. Mighell, the Federal Coal
Commrissioner, recommend the above?

3, Who hn been responsible for retard-
ing this important development wvork?

The MINISTER replied:
1, Yes.
2, The Mines Department and the Coal

Commission were both agreed as to the
necessity for this work, which is now almost
completed.

3, Various war-time circumstances have
liven advanced as being responsible for the
delay.

SCHOOL DESKS.
(a) As to Manu facture by Stot Implemnft

Works.

Mr. LESLIE asked the Minister f or
Works: In view of the serious delay in the
completion of orders received by the State
Implement Works from the Department of
Education for school desks, was due con-
sideration given to the advisability of the
retention of some, at least, of the 115 Ilen
transferred and/or dismissed from the
works since the lst August, 1945, in order
to permit of more expeditious execution
of those orders?

The MINISTER replied: Yes. Moulders,
carpenters and painters are involved in
the manufacture of these desks, and no
tradesmen within this category were in-
cluded in the 115 men concerned.

(b) An to Requirements of Education
Department.

Mr. L.ESLIE asked the Minister for
Education:

1, Will the order for 1,736 school desks,
given to the State Implement Works, pro-
vide sufficient desks to meet the whole of
the requirements of the department and
permit the supply of proper desks to. all
schools where such have been requested?

2, If not, when will orders be placed for
the balance of requirements?

.1, In view of the urgency of the require-
ment of these desks, in the interest of the
children, and the fact that their manufac-

ture is likely to be excessively delayed be-
cause of suitable timber supplies not being
immediately available, will he make strong
representations in the proper quarters for
this work to be given special priority in
the supply of materials?

4, If not, why not?

The MINISTER replied:
1, The order for 1,736 school desks will

enable the department to replace with dual
desks the obsolete long desks in all Govern-
ment schools.

2, Orders for replacement of old dual
desks will he placed with the manufac-
turers at the earliest favourable opportu-
nity.

3, Yes.
4, Answered by No. 3.

WOOL HANDLING AT FREMANTLE.

As to Oarry-orcr of Trucks and Demurrage.

Mr. CROSS asked the Minister for Rail-
ways:

1, What daily carry-over of trucks was
there from and including the 15th October,
1945, to the 30th October, 1945, at Elder,
Smith & Co.'s Fremantle wool stores?

2, What demurrage was charged for
those particular carry-avers that occasion-
ed delay in release of trucks?

3, If no demurrage was charged, what
amount (if any) would have been charged?

4, If not charged, why not?

The MINISTER replied:
1, 15th October, 64; 16th October, 40t

17th October, 1; 18th October, 49; 10th
October, 53; 20th October, 69; 22nd Oc-
tober, 97; 23rd October, 79; 24th October,
87; 25th October, 75; 26th October, 53;
27th October, 57; 29th October, 49; 30th
October, nil.

2,1 Nil.
3, £402.
4, Owing to a misunderstanding, the of-

ficer-in-charge failed to have the demur-
rage charges raised, but debit is being
rendered to the company today.

BILL-WORKERS' HOMES ACT
AMENDMENT.

Read a third time and transmitted to the
Council.
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BILL-LEGISLATIVE 0001(0T
REFERENWUIL

Third Reading.

THE PREMIER (Hon. F. J. S. Wise-
Gascoyne) [4.36]1: 1 move--

That the Bill be now read a third time.

MR. WATTS (Katanning) [4.37]; While
it is true that the will of the people, as freely
expressed after a free and fair presentation
of both sides of the ease, should be followed,
1 think I am correct in stating that it is
Parliament's duty to determine what ques-
tions should be put to the electors. That, I
think, is a geaerally recognised principle.
Were it otherwise theme would be no means,
as I understand the position, of determining
what questions were to be submitted, nor in-
deed would there be any means of prescribing
that afly question be submitted at all. It is,
therefore, perfectly clear that Parliament has
the right to determine what questions are
suitable for an expression of opinion by the
people. Thus, although we know that a re-
ferendUM is' expressly provided for in the
.Australiau lConstitution, it is tiere pro-
vided that no referendum can be submitted
to the people unless a Bill prescribing the
question or questions to be asked of the
people shall first be submitted to both
Houses of Parliament ad be panssed by both
Houses, showing that Parliament regards
the question or questions to be submitted as
reasonable and proper to be put to the
people.

Thus, also, I may point out that this IHouse
has on several occasions decided to prevent
the people f romn determining matters
connected with the licensing laws, as
they should have by legislative right
under the Licensing Act to determine
those questions at such specific times
as the Act requires such polls to be
taken, seeing that Parliament has decided
that those polls shall not be taken. Thus
it is party to suspending a law to deprive
the people of the right that they have to
decide such a question as Parliament may
choose, and in respect of which Parliament
has by legislative action determined that they
have an undoubted right to exercise the
franchise. I would remind the House that
Parliament has been a party to preventing
the verdicit of the people being obtained on
-i matter which, as I said, they have the right

by legislative act to determine. I will go
further and ask the member for East Perth,
and other members as well, whether they are
prepared to submit to a referendum of the
people any question which the fertile brain
of any member of this House could evolve
for the purpose of incorporating in legisla-
tion and submitting to the people by way of
a referendum.

Is the member for East Perth, for instance,
prepared to submit to the people the question
whether the Metropolitan Council of the
Australian Labour Federation, in connection
with which, I understand, he holds an hon-
ourable position, should continue to exist,
because I can assure him that opinions on
that subject would be as much divided as
are opinions on the abolition of the Legis-
lative Council in the minds of the people of
this State.

Mr. Withers; Or the abolition of the
Country and Democratic League!

Mr. WATTS: Opinion would be strongly
divided on that, I know. Or would the bon.
member like to submit to the electors the
question whether the Caucus system of the
Labour Party, as applied to legislation,
should be made unlawful'? 1 might say that
it is viewed with distaste by many people in
the State, as it can result in minority legis-
lation; it can result in the views of a min-
ority of Parliament imposing its will upon
the majority of Parliament, and I have no
doubt it frequently does that very thing.
So I think that in those circumstances even
the member for East Perth would claim the
right to oppose legislation which submitted
important questions, perhaps of that kind,
perhaps of other kinds which I cannot think
of this afternoon, to the people by way of a
referendum. This opposition would arise
naturally in his heart; it would, as it were,
be part and parcel of him notwithstanding
that he alleges, as I do, that the will of the
people, when fairly ascertained-and I lay
emphasis upon the word "fairly"-should be
observed.

It will be quite clear, therefore, thnt the
questions to be submitted to the electors must
he the determining factor in registering sup-
port for or opposition to any Bill by every
member. Speaking on this aecation not
only for myself but for those associated with
me, I do not favour the abolition of the
Legislative Council. Hitherto, no such sug-
gestion has ever been made; but before I
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pass on to deal with that question I feel
myself able to paraphrase a writing of Rud-
yard Kipling. I can say, I think, that per-
haps I am one of those who can bear to hear
the words he has spoken twisted by knaves
to make a trap for fools. The posi-
tion is that I made certain state-
ments in this House, approximately a
year ago, by which I nam prepared to abide,
because I do not make statements, ais a
gneral rule, I think, lightly or inadvisedly.

]t has been suggested that in an effort to
influence the opinion of certain members of
this House I spoke onl that occasion, as I
have just said 1 did on this occasion, for
those who are associated with me. Therefore,
in fairness to myself and in fairness to those
who are associated with me on thesc benches,
I will read a few of the rpsnarks that I made
in the opening stanzas of my speech on the
7th September, 1944, at page 474 of "Han-
sard" of that year. I started with these
words-

Unlike members onl the Governnment side, I
and these associated with me in the platfolrm
to which wve subscribe miake no reference to
the Legislative Council.

I went On to say-*
Therefore, in the circumstances, in discuss-

ing this Bill, I find myself speaking for myself,
leaving ceh of my colleagues to speak as his
cons4cience dictates.

It is very easy for any member of Parlia-
ment who desires not to act entirely fairly
to tear text from context of the speech of
any other member and refrain, therefore,
from setting out the situation which he has
raised in a fair and reasonable manner-.
Consequently, I have gone to some pains to
quote that as an indication that, while I
am prepared fully, as at all times, to accept
responsibility for what I say, I am not pre-
pared to have that responsibility imposed
upon those associated with rme, if and when
I have been at pains for obvious and clear
reasons to state at the outset of my remarks
that they were in no sense nder any obliga-
tion of any kind to support me unless they

-wished to do so. But let me turn back to
the question that I do not favour-nor have
I ever said that I did, nor do I believe I
shall ever ay that I favour-the abolition
of the Legislative Council. Hitherto no such
suggestion, except perhaps by an inconse-
quential remark, has been made in reference
to the matter in this House. It has certainly
not in my period here been the subject of

any suggestion by way of legislation. Bud
Lv-ill proceed and say this: The abolitior

of the Legislative Council seems to me to b(
unwarranted and I have never bad it sug
gested to me that such abolition was neces.
sarv or desirable for the preservation of th(
public good in this State.

The aniendmenat of the franchise is ar
entirely different matter and another ques
tion. But support of this Hill entails sup
port of a proposal for that abolition being
submitted to the people. I agree with thE
member for WVest Perth that a suitable alter
native quesion would have been that regard
fig the so-called deadlocks Bill; but thai
particular amendmenat, when Moved, wa,
ruled out of order in the Committee of thi!
House. The Bill therefore contains, in addi
tion to a question to which I would offer it
objection, a proposal to which I have nevei
subscribed and which I will not support
The bi-eameral system is part and parcel ol
Parliamentary government in almost al
British communities of importance. It pre
vents hasty and ill-conceived legislation
However the second House is constituted
even if it is elected by adult suifrag,
as is the Senate in the Australian Common
wealth, always the presence of a seconi
Chamber ensures the more careful considers
tion of legislation. Quite apart from th
activities of second Chambers themselveF
their presence in my view prevents th
other House from hastily passing legislatio
by virtue of a mere Government majorit3
and by that means ensures a reasonal
opportunity for the public to acquaint itsel
with the terms of the legislation and tb
effect of the proposed law and to submi
thi-ough its members of Parliament varyinj
points of view thereon. A second Chambei
however constituted, is a public protectio:
and should be viewed as such.

But I have another and perhaps greate
complaint against this measure. There
no provision for the cases for and agains
the proposals being submitted to the elector
at the public expense. In the course of m*
remarks on the 7th September, 1944, 1 saji
"I hold that the wvill of the people, properl
ascertained, should be supreme." The wil
of the people is not going to be properl
ascertained under this measure.. There
no suggestion-not a scintilla of suggestic
-for any method of properly ascertainin
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it in this Bill. Properly to ascertain the will
of the electors in a Bill of this kind, suppos-
ing both the questions asked were desirable,
it would be necessary to see that the eases
for and against the proposals were submit-
ted at the public expense; and any Govern-
ment which in my view desires to put for-
ward a fair and reasonable proposition to
the Parliament of the State in this matter
would not hare hesitated for one moment
to incorporate in this measure provi-'
sions similar to those, or having the
same effect as those, which are to he
found in the Referendum (Constitution
Alteration) Act, 1906-1928, of the Com-
monwealth of Australia. At Section
6 (a) of that law we find these words--

CA. (1) If within nine weeks after the pas-
sage of the proposed law,-
That is the law which, in the first place,
provides that a question shall be sub.
mitted to the electors--
-through both Houses there is forwarded to
the Chief Electoral Officer-

(a) an argument in favour of the proposed
law, consisting of not wore than two
thousand words, and autho rised byna
majority of those members of botih
IHouses of the Parliament who voted
for the proposed law; or

(b) an argument .against the proposed law,
consisting of not more than two
thousand wvords, and authorised by a
majority of those members of both
Houses of the Parliament who voted
against the proposed law,

the Chief Electoral Officer shall, within two
months after the exvpiry of those nine weeks,
and not later than two weeks after the issue of
the writ, cause to be printed and posted to
each elector, as nearly as practicable, a pam-
phlet containing the arguments together with
a statement showing the textual alterations
and additions proposed to be made to the Con-
stitution.

(2) When there are to be referendums upon
more than one proposed law an the same day-

(a) the arguments in regard to all the pro-
posed laws shall be printed in one
pamphlet,

(b) the argument in favour of any proposed
law may exceed two thousand words
if the arguments in favour of all the
proposed laws do not average more
than two thousand words each; and
the argument against any proposed
law may exceed two thousand words
if the arguments against all the pro-
posed laws do not average more than
two thousand words each,

(e) instead of separate statements in regard
to each proposed law, there may he
one statemetit setting out all the,

alterations and additions to the Con-
stitution to be made by all the pro-
posed laws, with marginal notes
identifying the proposed law by which
each alteration is proposed to be
made.

7. A copy of the writ and a copy of the pro-
posed law or of the statement (if any) attach-
ed to the writ shall immediately after the issue
of the same be forwarded to the Governors of
the several States.

There we have a reasonable and considered
attempt to acquaint the people who are to~
be concerned in the referendum with the
arguments that can be adduced by those
who support and by those who do not f av-
our the proposals. That is done at the
public expense. There is an opporunity
for everyone, if he will, to acquaint him-
self with the points of view to be put for-
ward by those for and those against the
respective proposals submitted to the elec-
tors. The absence from this Bill of a simi-
lar provision has, as I said, immediately
placed the Government in the position of
being unwilling properly to ascertain the
will of -a people who are in possession of
the facts. No doubt if this Bill were to
pass in its present form and without pro-
vision for making knbwn the alternative
cnse at the public expense, the Govern-
ment, as the Commonwealth Government
dlid in the last referendum, would place itsj
resources of finance and propaganda, de-
rived from the funds of the taxpayers, at
the services of the vote "Yes" cause in
addition, I have no doubt, to the funds
and resources of the A.L.P., and those
holding a contrary view would find them-
selves financing some meagre publicity
from their private resources instead of
the presentation, in a fair and equitable
manner, of both sides, being made a
burden on the public purse.

Hence, in my view, there is nothing else
to do but to reject this Bill on two counts.
The first is that it proposes to submit two
questions, one of which is undesirable, and,
for the reasons that I have given, it is
the duty of Parliament to determine what
questions are desirable. Had the Bill con-
tained one question only, leaving ont the
matter of abolition, my views on that as-
pect of the measure would be different
fromn what they are. But the Bill containsi
two paragraphs, one of which I do not
favour. As a member of this House I feel
under no obligation to submit that ques-
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then to the electors any more than the Com-
monwealth Parliament is under an obliga-
tion to submit to the public a. question
which both Houses of that Parliament do
nut favour.

In conclusion let me say I trust that if
a1 verdict of the people is ever obtained on
this question the Government will be more
anxious, if it happens not to register a suc-
cess, to adopt the verdict of the electors
than its confreres in the Federal sphere
seem anxious to do as they are disinclined, it
appears, to accept the electors' verdict
since the recent referendum. I do not
think my second objection can at any
stage be overcome. Unless the Govern-
meat had been prepared to insert in this
Bill, as it was originally presented, a pro-
vision to enable the ease-on both sides-
to be fairly presented at the public ex-
pense, it is impossible for the necessary
amendment to be inserted. Because it
would involve public expanse it is beyond
the capacity of a private member or of an-
other place. I trust, therefore, that, on
these two grounds, this House will rej et
the measure, or, if it does not, that it
will be rejected by another place on the
same grounds.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a third time and transmitted
to the Council.

BILLS (4)-RETTJRIED.

1, Building Operations and Building
Materials Control.

2, Industrial Development (Resumption
of Land).

With amendments.
3, Industries Assistance Act Continuance.
4, Adoption of Children Act Amendment.

Without amendment.

DILL-MORTGAGEES' RIGHTS RE-
STRICTION ACT CONTINUANCE.

Council'8 Amendment.

Amendment made by the Council now
considered.

In Oomnmittee.

Mr. Rodoreda in the Chair; the Minister
for Lands in charge of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The Council's amend-
ment is as follows:-

Clause 2, Subelause (1) :-Delete the words
''thirty-first day of December'' in line 12 and
substitute the words ''thirtieth day of No-
vember.''

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: This is
a simple amendment. We amended Sub-
clause (2) of Clause 2 by substituting the
word "November' for "December', but by
some inadvertence overlooked amending
Subelause (1). The Leader of the House,
in another place, moved an amendment to
bring Subelause, (1) into conformity with
Subelause (2). 1 move--

That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

Resolution reported, the report adopted
end a message accordingly returned to the
Council.

BIIL,-SUPERARNUATION AND
FAMILY BEZWEFITS ACT

AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the Reh December.

MR. WATTS (Katanning) [5.1]: It is
unfortunate that this Bill should have to be
introduced to amend the Superannuation
and Family Benefits Act at this stage, be-
cause when that measure was before the
House--I have been at some pains to read
again the debates that took place at that
time-it seemed to everyone, and I think
one could safely say the measure was passed
in that belief, that the most expert caleu-
lations had been made and that the contri-
butions and calculations were regarded as
quite satisfactory and unlikely to require
any drastic change to ensure successful op-
eration of the fuand. It is true that the then
Premier, now the member for Geraldtou,
when introducing that measure, went into
the question of the difficulties involved in
superannuation schemes of this character
and said, in the course of his remarks, "But
almost invarably the rock on which the pro-
penils can split is that of finance." I do
not suppose the then Premier ventured that
as a prophecy at the time, -but it is unfor-
tunate that today that is the position of the
fund.

Hon. J. C. Willeock: We took advantage
of the actuaries.
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Mr. WATTS: Yes, it was worked on ac-
tuarial calculations which apparently were
based on tables of mortality existing then
for approximately 27 years, and now for
approximately 35 years, which have been
found to be faulty in that they did not
take into consideration the increased life of
a large proportion of individuals, probably
consequent upon advancements in medical
science and better nutrition. The fact re-
mnains that those actuarial calculations were
made, and in good faith. I do not think
anybody would vcntuare to dispute that, but
in the net result we are today finding that,
on what I think is correctly described as an
actuarial reserve basis, we are £386,000
short. That does not mean that the fund
is deficient to that extent now. As the
Premier said, it could go on for a number
of years successfully, as far as payments to
beneficiaries 'were concerned. It would not
he successful, however, because there would
come a day of reckoning. It is to put the
prospect of that reckoning out of sight, and
also out of mind, that this Bill has been
introduced.

When one considers the relative position
of civil servants under the 1871 law, until
April, 1905, comnpared with the posi-
tion of civil servants employed since
that time, under the Superannua-
tion Act, one is struck by the great
difference in the benefits to be derived by
the one section, such few of them as now
exist, compared with those of the other sec-
tion that are contributors to the super-
annuation scheme, and one is compelled to
the point of view that it was most unfor-
tunate that attempts at and ideas for the
building up of superannuation and family
benefits many years ago were not put into
operation long before they were, because,
had that been done, the difficult ies we are
facing today-at a time when the State's
finances are not in a position to stand a
much greater strain-would have been ob-
viated, in that the fund would have been
established successfully and those finaneiai
difficulties substantially removed many years
ago. Of course, it is no use crying over
spilt milk and we have to face the position
as it is.

I think the Premier, in introducing this
Bill, made the position quite plain. He
made it apparent that there are only three
possible courses, the abandonment of the

fund, doing nothing, or the passing of legis-
lation such as we have now before us. f
agree that the fund cannot be abandoned.
That would be a distinct breach of contract
with the Government employees who are
members of that-'fund and subscribers, to it.
To leave the position as it is would involve.
in the future, another distinct breach of
contract with a large proportion of the per-
sons concerned or, alternatively, such vast
contributions from the resources of the
State that we have no guarantee that they
could be made. It is therefore a niatter of
facing up to the responsibility and deter-
mining whether the proposals that have
been put forward are likely to solve the
question. There, of course, we are in
exactly the same position as we were in
1035. We were assured then by actuaries, in
good faith, that the scheme would function.
We are assured now by other actuaries, in
equal good faith, that the additional contri-
butions and altered proposals in the mea-
sure will mean that the scheme will function
succes-sfully in the future.

We, particularly, on this side of the
House, who have not been able to examine
this matter inch by inch as it has progressed
from 1938 to the p~resent time, in close con-
tact with all its ramifications, are obliged,
perhaps even more strongly than members
of the Government itself, who should be
more closely in touch with it, to accept the
verdict of the actuaries and assume that in
the future everything wilt be satisfactory
in that, within a reasonable period of year,,
the fund will catch up on its apparent in-
solvency. If that is not to he the position,
it will produce great difficulties and heart-
burnings in the future, because any further
increase in the contributions, especially
those on the female side which, for actuarial
reasons again, are being increased more
than those on the male side, would be a
hardship on the persons concerned, because
there is no corresponding beneft to be de-
rived in the way of annual -payments, and
there is always to be faced the increased
cost of living which we have discussed in
this House on another occasion in relation to
this subjeet. It is to he hoped that there
is no -possibility of error this time because a
future approach to the matter, if it bad to
be made on lines similar to this Bill would.
in mny opinion, be catastrophic.
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I found, in perusing the debate, that at
page 2079 of 1938 "Hansard", the Premier
said, "At the commencement the State
scheme will cost a little more than it will
cost after the scheme has been in operation
for some time," and he estimated that for

the first year the State's contribution would
be nil, as 26 fortnightly contributions would
have to be paid by tbe subscribers. He
estimated that for the second year the
State's contribution would be £15,000,
for the third year £45,000, for the
fourth year £85,000, and for the fifth
year £120,000. That was based, ac-
cording to the then Premier, on a sugges-
tion that the membership of the fund might
be as high as 15,000, which I believe was
practically all the members of the service
concerned at that time. The then Prcanice
wvent on to say that if only half the mem-
bers of the service concerned were to join
the scheme, the State's contribution over
that period of years would be correspond-
ingly reduced.

At no time, on the figures. given us by the
Premier, have there been more than up-
proximately two-thirds of that number of
subscribers to the fund. It has been 10,000
odd out of the figure of 15,000 mentioned
by the then Premier, and now it is in the
vicinity of 9,000, roughly twvo-thirds of the
total. Tn those circumstances, it could havo
been expected, in the fifth year of the fund,
that the expenditure by the State would not
bare exceeded more than two-thirds of
£120,000, or £80,000, hut the situation is
that there is approximately double that-
figure involved as a State contribution and
that, again, is distinct evidence that who-
ever made the estimate, at the time when
the original Act was prepared as a Bill, was
a long way short of estimating properly
the financial obligations that the State might
have to undertake as its contribution to the
payments, particularly those due to sub-
scribers who had not been subscribing over
a period of years hut who were entitled to
benefits under the Act.

It seems to me there is a dismal record
of anticipation in this matter; a record that,
while I have nothing to say against the
bona fidies of those who made it, indicates
that estimates, made bona fide and care-
fully, in the future in matters such as, this,
must be discounted if we are to be certain
that we are not to have problenms of this

kind arising in other matters, and indeed
in this matter itself. I am in sympathy
with the Premier in the proposal he has
brought down. I think it is a bona fide at-
tempt, though one that must be regretted,
and not viewed with favour, to overcome
difficulties that have been forced on him
by no fault of his own and by no fault of
those who preceded him, except that there
was a too-ready acceptance of estimates
which have been proved to be faulty. In
that belief, and being unable to find in the
measuj-e any injustice or unfairness being
imposed on subscribers, I have no alterna-
tive, though reluctantly in the circum-
stances, but to offer my support to the
Bill.

MR. STYANTS (Kalgoorlie) [5.15]: 1
much regret the circumstances that have
necessitated the bringing before the Chain-
her of this measure, and I do not suppose
any membher derives any pJleasure from it,
I know the unhappy experiences of Gov-
ernment emjployees, particularly railway
men, in connection with a number of bene-
fit and provident funds in the past. I do
not know in what mind these hair-brained
schemes were conceived, but almbst with-
out exception for 25 or 30 years, every
scheme in which the railway men have par-
ticipated has either bankrupted itself or
the contributions have had to be increased
and the benefits decreased. We were told
that those funds had proved to be un-
stable because they had not been actuari-
ally tested beforehand. We were, to a de-
gree, satisfied with the assurance that the
Superannuation and Family Benefits Bill
had been subjected to that test before be-
ing introduced into Parliament, but now
we find, unfortunately and to the disc om-
fort of the contributors, that it -is just aS
unstable as were other funds that pre-
ceded it.

The ciuestion that arises in the minds of
contributors is: Will this be the last time
that contributions will be increased or will
it happen that benefits will be decreased
next timne? They are justified in asking
that question because wve assured them on the
best advice it was possible to secure--that oif
the Government Actuary-that thme fund
was solvent and would remain solvent. it
is inconceivable to ine that a man holding
the position of Government Actuary should
make such a colossal blunder as to take
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the mortality experience of the 1911 census
and use it in 1938 when it mnust have been
known that already the superannuation
schemes of two States and of the Common-
wealth, which had been assessed on the
same census figures, had proved to be un-
workable and unstable.

I think the proposals contained in the
Bill will improve the Act. Apart from the
increase in contributions which, in the ease
of a man with only f our units is not
great-it is only a matter of 6d. a week
extra or an increase from 8s. 3d. to Os. 3d.
per fortnight-I think the other proposals
will be an improvement. Where a person
has four concessional units as at the age
of 30, assuming he is 55 years of age and
has taken out an additional two units, the
additional units will cost him in the vici.
nity of 4s. 6d. per fortnight extra, so that
it will cost him about 9s. for the four units.

There is another proposal that will im-
prove the Act. Assuming that a contri-
butor is paying for four units, when he
reaches the retiring age, lie will have the
option of taking the full pension of £2
per week, representing the value of his
four unit;, or he may accept £1 a week
representing the value of two units and
a refund of the contributionis made for
the other two units. While this is an im-
provement, something better should have.
been done in eonnevtion with the snrrender
value of the two units. If it cannot be
done now, it should be done at some
future date. Assume that a person joined
the fund at 30 years of age, he wonld pay
in for %5 years before reaching the retir-
ing age and, for the two units at the con-
cession ci rate, he will have paid into the
fund about £215. It must be remembered
that the whole of the time the fund has
that money it is receiving 31/2 per cent. in-
terest for it, hut it is proposed to return
to the contrihutor only the bare amount ot
the contributions he has paid.

I should say that if a man went to an
insurance company and put up a proposi-
tion to pay approximately £6 5s. a year for
35 years, representing about £215, the
value of the policy that would be offered
him would be at least £350. So it is a
gilt-edged proposition from the point of
view of the fund.

The Premier: What would its surrender
value be'?

Mr. STYANTS: That would depend upon
how long he had been contributing before
surrendering the policy. I am assuming
that the man was approaching the retiring
age, which would be the case of the con-
tributor to the superannuation fund. The
fact of a contributor withdrawing his
mioney costs the 'fund nothing. If he did
not withdraw the money in a lump 'sm, be
would be entitled to £1 per week for the
rest of his life. So the fact of his with-
drawing the £215 would not cost the fund
anything; the fund would be handing over
the liability to the Commonwealth Goy-
erment under the old-age pensions scheme.
Assume that the contributor desires to
take a lump sum settlement f or his two
units, I consider that the fund should pay
him simple interest on the contributions
paid for those two units for the 35 years.

Another alteration that might be of ad-
vantage is that a contributor may sur-
render any additional units for not leiss
than 753 per cent. of the amount be has
paid or, after five years, 84 per cent. and,
I think, after 16 years 100 per cent. This.
means that if a contributor has four units
as at the age of 30 and assuming that he is
515 and has an additional two units, and
finds that the incr-ease in the rate for the
additional units is too heavy, he shall have
the right to surrender the two additional
units and wvill receive at least 7-5 per cent.
of'the contributions he has paid or, after
five years, 84 per cent, Or, after 16 years
100 per cent. I feel sure that a number
of contributors 40ho have taken out addi-
tion al units will find the impost particular-
ly heavy and will want to surrender them.
This amendment, I believe, will provide a
little sugar-coating to the pill of increased
contributions.

Another provision is that a pensioner
who desires to leave the State must pre-
sent a doctor's certificate to the board. I
quite believe in that, but the Bill goes
further and stipulates that the hoard shall
have the right to refuse him permission
to leave the State or, if he does leave, the
board may stop his pension. A pensioner
desiring to leave the State should produce
a doctor's certificate, but that should be
sufficient evidence for the hoard that it
is not going to be injurious to the man 'a
health if he leaves the State. To say, how-
ever, that after having produced the doe-
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tor's certificate, the board shall have the
right to say, "You shall not leave the
State and if you do we can stop your pen-
sion" is entirely wrong- The latter por-
tion of the provision should he deleted.

The Bill also contains a proposal that,
where a pensioner is receiving an invali,
dity pension and he enters an occupation
or business, the board shall have the right
to cancel the pension. I think that is fair.
There have been insances of mn having
retired' from the service and been in re-
ceipt of invalidity pensions having en-
gaged in occupations that suited them and
have thus been able to earn as much as
£6 or £7 a week and, in addition, have
drawn the invalid pension from the fund.
I think there i8 a man drawing an invali-
di ty pension who is engaged iii business,
has a number of employees and is making
probably £10 to £20 a week. It is right
that the' board should be able to cancel the
pension in those cases, but provision should
be made to ensure that, unless the man's
invalidity pension plus his earnings are
greater than the basic wagve for the district
he is living in, the board shall not inter-
fere with his pension. The board would
probably take that attitude, but there is
nothing to say that it shall do so. The mat-
ter is left to the discretion of the board.
We might be prepared to leave it to the
discretion of the board and if, with the
passing of time, we find that course is not
followed, we can amend the Act to provide
that if the invalidity pension and the man's
earnings do not exceed the basic wvage in
the district in which he is living, the board
shall not have the right to interfere with
his pension.

I particularly regret the need for this
Bill. As the Premier- pointed out, there
was one of three courses open to us. We
could have continued and shut our eyes to
the fact that the fund was not paying its
way and would probably operate for 15 or
20 years and then become insolvent with
the result that those who had contributed
for many years. particularly the younger
people, would find that no funds were
available to meet the pensions they had
been expecting on their retirement. We
could have said that we would close the
fund on the ground that it had breen a bad
job and had got us into a sorry mess and
that it would he preferable to cut the loss.

The third course open to us was to do
what is proposed in the Bill. I believe that
this is the wise course to adopt and I think
the increase of is, per fortnight as in the.
case I mentioned wvill not be prohibitive.
I shall support the second reading,

MR. McDONALLD (West-Perth) [3.29]:
I agree that we have to keep faith with the
inembers of the Public Service for whom this
Parliament made provision under a super-
annuation scheme. Therefore we have to
pass the Bill, and the Government bag
adopted the right course in bringing the
mneasure down immediately in order to guard
against the dangeis that now threaten the
fund. I wish to say a few words on general
lines. I agree that the State, as an em-
ployer, is entitled to set an example and
that members of the civil service, who arc
aot in a position to make very great provi-
sion for old age, should have an assurance
that they will niot hnve to fear poverty
'when they leave the service on reaching the
retiriug age or on acount of sickness. But
these pension system want a. general over-
haul, not only in this State, but throughout
Australia. There are objections to them on
both sides,

There are uivil servants under this pen-
sions system who feel that they would be as
wvell off if they simply came under the exist-
ing old-age pension scheme, especially when
it comes to the amount they might get for
their widows. On the other hand, we have
the spectacle that the money for the bane-
.flts which are to go to a special class
is found by the great mass of people who
will never enjoy those benefits themselves.
So the general system of pensions, whether
old-age or invalidity, requires a complete
overhaul and co-ordination in the interests
of an efficient system and also in the inter-
ests of more consideration to the great mass
of the people who are not members of some
Government inLstitution or service, and who
perhaps have very limited incomes and on
retirement have nothing to look forward to
beyond the present old-age pension and the
disabilities through the means tests and
otherwise which are at present associated
with our old-age pensions system.

I come now to the Bill before the House,
on. more particular rounds. First of all;
it has been represented tn me that there i.s
considerable feeling on the part of female
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contributors of the Public Service that their
contributions are unduly high, or the in-
creases are unduly great as compared with
those of male contributors. In introducing
the Bill, the Premier explained that experi-
ence has shown that female contributors
enjoy the favourable circumstance of living,
on the whole, longer than the male con-
tributors and that was some reason for the
considerably increased contributions proper-
tionately they will have to make in future.

Hon. J. C. Wilicock: They retire earlier,
too; at 00!

Mr. McDONALD: That is true. On the
other hand, I am informed that the women
say that the male contributor's pension
covers his widow; and she, being a woman,
will have the same favourable experience
regarding length of life as is attributed to
the female contributors in the Public Ser-
vice. Therefore, they are not able so far to
see things from the same viewpoint as the
learned actuary who has advised the Gov-
(rnment. I am not going to move an
amendment or make a suggestion to alter the
rates prop)osed under the present legislation;,
because, as the Leader of the Opposition
said, that is essentially an actuarial matter
en which a Lay member is completely with.
out any ability to form any judgmnent.
But I suggest that the Premier might take
the opportunity to make a fuller explana-
tion for the reassurance of the female con-
tributors on the point concerning the in-
crease in the amount of contributions. The
other point is this: I am informed there is
eonsiderable feeling amongst women em-
ployed in the Public Service that they
should have the option of retiring at the
age of .55. iMany of them feel that they
wish to do so; and they argue that no pos-
sible harm could be done to the Public
Service, because there is considerable merit
in people going out at a comparatively
early age to make an opportunity for
-younger members of the service, for young
people to come forward who are more full
of energy and possibly may be more effi-
,cient in the discharge of their duties.

The suggestion is that the female contri-
bitters under this scheme, on reaching the
age of 55, or any age between 55 and 60-
00 being the present optional retiring age-
should be entitled to elect to retire; and
that, on paying into the fund the actuarial

equivalent of the payments they would
have made up to 60 or 65 years of age
should, on retiremuent at the earlier age,
enjoy the same pension they would have
had if they had continued working until
60 or 05. The position regarding the fund
would be exactly the same. In other words,
the female contributor who wants to retire
at 55 pays up the contributions she would
have paid between the age of 55 and 60
if she had remained for the normal time in
the Public Service. Having paid up to the
fund the contributions for the unexpired
period, she is then allowed to retire at any
age between 55 and 60 on the same pension
which she would have had if she had con-
tinued in the service until she was 60 and
had continued paying contributions to the
fund during that time.

The Minister for Works: She would be
on the pension five years longer.

Mr. McDONALD: I think it would be
intended to cover whatever factor there
might be in the interjection. The matter
essentially to be attended to is the amiount
she pays; that is, the actuarial equivalent
which has to be paid by her to the fund
in respect of the fact that blhe retired five,
four, three or two years before the normal
retiring age. It is a matter of the female
contributor being allowved to retire at 55
or later. She puts the fund in all respects
in the same position as if she had retired
at 60.

The Minister for Works: But the Gov-
erment wvould have to pay its share for
the five additional years.

Hon. J. C. Willeock: It is supposed to
pay that now.

Hon. N. Keenan.: She would have to pay
the equivalent of interest; that is all.

Mr. McDONALD: I have an amendment
which I propose to move in order that the
Committee may form an opinion on this
matter: but I must. confess that with all
these Bills coming down, the time I gave
to it was five minutes. That time I spent
in reading the parent Act and the amend-
ing Act and drawing up the amendment.
If the Committee thinks it worthy of con-
sideration, I strongly recommend the Pre-
-mier to refer it to his Crown Law advisers
to have the wording considered. In addi-
tion, it would necessarily have to go to his
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actuarial advisers for comment on the
soundness of the proposal from the finan-
cial point of view.

H-on. J. C. Willeock: Our actuary lives
in Melbourne.

PMr. McDONALD: Is there no local actu-
ary?

Mr. WaVtts: We ought to appoint one or
educate one.

M1r. Mann: What a state of affairs!

The Premier: We, cannot help it if
somebody dies.

Mr. McDONALD: I freely concede that
I do not think it would be reasonable to
expect the Treasurer to accept an amend-
mnent of this kind without professional ad-
vice from an actuary; but thc principle is
one which, if the financial side is sound,
seems to be free from objection. We are
often told it is a good thing for people to
retire at a younger age and for young
people to have a chance of replacing them.
Here is an opportunity to put that into
force. I hope that aspect will receive con-
sideration; And if the Premier wishes to
say, as he might reasonably do, that he
could not accept the amendment if I moved
it in Committee today or tomorrow, in the
absence of actuarial advice, but that he
would be prepared to entertain the amend-
ment and, if it wvere sound, entertain it
favourably, we might then get a step for-
ward. If this Bill by any chance does not
go through, or is postponed to a session
early next year, we might have an oppor-
tunity to include this provision in the final
legislation.

HON. N. KEENAN (Nedlands) [5.40]:
I desire to make only a few ohsen'ations
on this Bill. They are not so much dir-
ected to the matter that has been discussed
up to this, stage, hut to quite Another mat-
ter. This is a. measure which would ap-
pear, on the face of it, to be due to faulty
work on the part of the actuary who was
employed for the purpose of preparing the
scheme that was embodied in the Act we are
now proposing to amend. That actuary is
dead and I feel we should be very careful
about imputing blame to him unless that
blame is clearly deserved. It is said quite
openly, for instance, that he made some
gross blunder in the calculation of longev-
ity; that he only took into account figures

that were-outmoded and out-dated; and tha
he used those figures for the purpose ol
making his calculation. I do not believe
word of it.

I knew the actuary, as did the memi
ber for Geraldton. He was a man of higi
qualifications and was not in the les
sense ignorant of the fact-it was almos
common knowledge; I think all of us a
some time or other in the course of the lns
few years, and certainly before the date thi
Bill became an Act, read of it in variou
publications-that there has been a large in
crease in the number of years that humni
life can reasonably be expected to carry 01
for. There is no doubt in the world tha
Mr. Bennett had that full information be
fore him; but in justice to his memory Anm
reputation, I would like to know what fact
were placed before him when hie was aske'
to work out the correct premium to b
charged under this insurance scheme. We
he told, for instance, that those who wishe'
to join the scheme and who were almost 01
the very boundary of the years when the-
would be allowed to insure at all, were goin;
to be allowed in, not at some premiumi a
all commensurate with their age, but at
purely fanciful premium and one wvhich, o:
the face of it, would make an enormous Jif
ferenee in the amount of premium that th
other contributors to the scheme would bay
to pay?7

Hon. J. C. Willeock: The Govemnmen
accepted responsibility.

Hon. N. KEENAN: I do not mind on
atom about the Government having accepte
responsibility. I want to find out what it
formation Mr. Bennett had. I want to dles
his memory so that he will not carry th
blame for a blunder which may have bee
due to many causes and which is now b(
lug attributed to him. I would also lik
to know whether the actuary bad any esti
mate of the number of public servants lit
ely to come under the scheme. Was he to]
that it was going to be purely voluntar
and that therefore it would be rushed unde
specially favourable circumstances by a
the aged members of the services and thE
-very likely it would not be subscribed. t
at all by the younger members-as indec
happened?

It is well known that the younger men
bers of the Civil Service to a very Iarg
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extent indeed refused to come into the
scheme and are not in it today. If that was
not fully explained to the actuafy he is not
the man on whose shoulders the blame has
to rest for the scheme being now in a par-
Ions position, but some other persons who
nowadays want to shelter behind the pos-
sible fault or the alleged fault of that actu-
ary. I should like if possible to have the
instructions, which no doubt wore in writing
and were given to the actuary, placed on
the Table of the House, so that we may all
see them and know to what extent he was
guilty, not of any dereliction of duty but
of stupidity in carrying out these duties,
and also that we may know whether the
facts disclosed are of the character I expect
they will be and on whose shoulders the
blame properly rests.

Hon. J. C. Willeock: He was a member
of the committee that prepared the Bill.

lion. N. KEENAN: I remember asking
the then Premier again and again what we2re
the facts on which the whole scheme rested.
and what facts were placed before the
actuary, but I did not get an answer and I
cannot get one now.

Hon. J. C. Willeock: There may be some
lilaine attachable to the other side of the
House as well.

Hon. N. KEENAN: Everyone was to
blame except the one person who, on the
f ace of things, was the most to blame. I
wish to say a few words about the Bill itself.
'There is a question amongst the present sub-
scribers to the fund that this increased
premuium is being collected from them in
order to make good the loss, or the perilous.
position if not loss, in which the scheme
stands owing to past premiums not being
sufficiently high. They think that, a blunder
baring been made, they are called upon to
-redeem that blunder and that in fact those
whQ are now pensioners will be pensioners
at their expense. A number of them know,
and a number of us know, that there was at
least one other fund in which this position
arose, particularly the Police Benefit Fund.
Those who were enjoying pensions from that
fund were just collecting pensions from the
premiums. As soon as the point was
reached that the premiums were no longer
sumfcient, as we all know it ceased to be
financial. This is a mistake on the part of
the subscribers to the superannuation fund

because, as the Premier informed me, and
I informed others who asked me, this
Present rate is only being passed as a suffi-
cient rate to keep the scheme solvent and
not to recoup any losses of the past which
will be borne by the State.

Mr. J. Hegney: Solvent for those 30 years
hence.

Hon. N. KEENAN: For a considerable
period of time. It is not as supposed, and
somewhat largely imagined, any attempt- to
collect money by increasing the premium
which would recoup the loss that has hap-
pened in the past. I also wish to refer to
another 'matter. There is an impression,
which in certain circumstances will be a per-
fectly just impression, that when the parties
applied to take out policies uinder the
scheme, they were parties to a contract on
their own side, a contract to pay so much,
and on the Government side there was also
a eon tract to pay so much and it was laid
down that the scheme would in certain cir-
cumstance; ' which were set out in the con-
tract, yield a certain pension or yield it to
the widows if the Pensioners died. These
people want to know how it is that a con-
tract can be varied without their consent.
This is only an instance of not reading the
conditions before one enters into these con-
tracts.

According to the conditions of this parti-
cular contract, the premiums specified in
the Act can from time to time properly be
reviewed. Although that may he a hardship
now in the case of those who, when they took
on the contract, were able to carry on hut
may now be asked to carry a buirden
which they will not be able to carry, but
that was provided for in' the contract and
is not cause for just complaint if in fact
under the contract an increase is made.
These are the few observations I wish to
make. I really would not have risen except
that I thiink an unjust slur has been cast
on the memory o,'O a man who was a very
competent and faithful servant of the State.
I think that slur should not have been cast
on his memory without there being absolute
ground beyond any doutO for so doing.
Here for my part, and I am certain on
the part of a great number of those
others who knew the gentleman, 1 doubt
very much that these grounds exist.
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TEE PREIMER (Hon. F. J. S. Wise-
Gascoyne-in -reply) [5.501): I appreciate
the reception given to the Bill, because it
appears that members realise the difficult
circumstances and the necessity of facing up
to them. On the point raised by the member
for West Perth in connection with female
contributions, insofar as the contribution
itself is eoncerned, rather than to deal with
the retiring age point he raised, it is very
-clear that all of the evidence which we could
obtain not only through our own experience
bat through the experience of the Common-
wealth, which had a fresh valuation based
-on the 20-year experience, rather than in our
case in connection with our first quinquen-
nial examination, definitely shows that the
female rates were too low as contributions.
There is no doubt that an increase in the
female rates is fully justified. In the figures
which I tabled and in the explanation I gave
when introducing the Bill, it was clearly
shown that the fact that the female rate at
the inception was under the male rate was
something that at that time was at least
questionable as sound practice. We now
have the experiences of the past to guide
us, and the experiences of other funds
which have been examined since our fund
-was first introduced.

There is no question that the actuarial
examination of our fund and the investiga-
tion of the figures applying to other funds
means. that if we are to be on 9, sound basis
-we have no option hut to accept the recoin-
mendation of the actuary, which is that the
female rate should be increased. Even
allowing - for the varying retiring
ages; the femiale rates are at this stage in
excess of the male rates until they reach the
higher wages for females. On the question
of the age rates themselves, for the units
to which the females are contributing in
excess of the concession units, there is no
alternative but to accept the recommendation
of the actuary. I quoted figures when intro-
ducing the Bill for the age 40 and age 50
persons, and they show that the increase
per fortnight is not excessive. On the point
in connection with which the hoii. member
suggests he will move an amendment, should
lie move it, I think I can explain to his satis-
faction reasons why such an amendment
should not be pressed.

The member for Nedlands appears to hare
confused the amount paid to the fund with
the amount for which the State is responsible.

I thought I had answered completely the
point that no person at present in receipt of
a pension can be in any way an imposition
on the fund, nor can he affect rates of con-
tributions as revised to which other contri-
butors continue to make payments for the
very reason that in all cases where pensions
are at present being paid the payment up to
00 per cent. of the amount being paid to
pensioners is paid by the State, I gave an
exatmple where a person who had contributed
only 26 fortnights had contributed to his
own pension to the extent of no more than
5d. a week.

Mr. Don ey: Do you think you are unduly
generous now to those who link up with the
scheme at so near' the retiring age?

The PREMIER: That is a matter of
opinion. In the launching of such a scheme
it is necessary at its commencement to give
to those at any age then in the service an
opportunity to contribute. It may he that
the State in its generosity gave to them a
concessional. advantage which wras extra gen-
erons. Be that as it may, the point I wish
to make for the benefit of the member for
Nedlands is that there is in this new adjust-
ment of rates no implication whatever insofar
as present contributors contribbiting to futurc
pensioners are concerned. I gave figure-
which showed that year by year the Stati
has contributed as much as £142,000
whereas the fund had been drawn upor
only to the extent of £18,000.

In regard to the hon. member's referene4
to fanciful rates of contribution, I point otil
that when the fund was inaugurated thE
age 30 was selected as the age at which con.
tributors irrespective of age would eon tri
hute for the first four units, and in excess ol
those units he who elected to contribute foi
more than four paid at the actuial age h,
or she would be at the time. Therefore,
big Proportion of the contributors over tho
age of 30 are now paying as at the age ol
80, and the State makes good the proportior
of the contributions between the age 30 an(
the actual age in addition to their owi
share of the' liability to the State and th,
proposal which was accepted when th.
fund was inaugurated.

Mr. Doncy: Is that the same method as i
followed in the Commonwealth scheme?

The PREMIER: The samne method
adopted in the ease of all States, althoug]
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there is a variation in the age. I under-
stand that at the inauguration of the New
South Wales scheme the age at which con-
cessional units were taken was 40. Tn regard
to the voluntary nature of the scheme that
ho agreed to, the report of the actuary has
no influence on the stability of the fund,
nor has the fact of this being a voluntary
scheme any effect on the fund itself. It
matters not whether there are 15,000 or 6,000
contributors; if the rates are actuarially
sound, the fund wvill also be actuarially sound.

Mr. Watts: floes not the age of the
majority of contributors make any differ-
ence?

The PRE.1 [ER: If the fund is to continue,
as I am sure it will, it must of course be able
to stand on its own feet, and be able actuari-
ally to meet the demands made upon it when
all contributors mature. The deficiency found
by the actuary is in no way a threat to the
fund.

11r. Watts: It could make a difference
in the future if all the young people pulled
out.

The PREMIER: But all the young people
will not pull out of the scheme. As a mnat-
ter of fact, we do not know what will
be the ultimate effect of the Common-
wealth social benefits. At this stage the
only prejudice in the eyes of the contribu-
tors concerns the effect of the Common-
wealth social legislation. If it were not
for that point, we would not have the dif-
ficulties associated with pensions, which
this Bill is designed to alleviate.

Mr. Doney: Is it the Commonwealth
social legislation that has caused the drop
from 11,000 to 9,000 in the contributors 'to
the scheme 9

The PREMIER: No. I gave the House
the full figures and tabled all the reports
which concerned that point. The member
for Nedlands stated that an unjust slur
had been east on the memory of the late
Government Actuary. The point I have
mentioned-that is, the voluntary nature
of the scheme and what he termed the
''fanciful" rates of contributions-could
have no such effect whatever. The fund,
as I indicated when I moved the second
reading of the Bill, is in accordance with
every modern trend of actuarial calcula-
tions and the rates fixed were as recom-
mended by the late Government Actuary

and those associated with him. Their re-
commendations in the preparation of the
Bill are those that have been followed to
a large extent; and to the Extent they were
not followed, it really means the difference
between the amount this fund wvould have
shown as at the 30th June, 1044 and what
it actually appears to be from the exami-
nation of the actuary.

The Commnonwealth and che Governments
of New South Wales and Victoria have
each had the same experience with regard
to the endeavours by actuaries to strike
a rate anticipating over a long time what
may be described as immeasurable factors.
At that stage, some of those immeasurable
things that could not be foreseen were the
downward trend in interest rates and just
what would be the earning capacity of the
fund from. year to year. Some of the
funds already existing in Australia have
earned high rates of interest. Initial in-
vestments from this fund earned over four
per cent. interest. Therefore I wvould like
the member for Nedlauds to be quite clear
in his mind that certainly, on my part,
there was no suggestion of guilt, no sug-
gestion of a slur nor any allegation but
merely a facing of the facts, taken from
the report of the actuary. Because of the
accumulated results of immeasurable
things, we have been forced to face the
future in an endeavour to rectify errors of
judgment, the result of miscalculations and
other factors that have arisen during the*
last five years. That is the position.

Mr. J. Hegney: And even so you have
the right to review the position.

The PREMIER: Part of the contract,
as I stressed strongly when moving the
second reading of the Bill, wvas the right
of examination quinqluennially of the fund
so that the actuary might recommnend a
variation in rates should that course be
necessary. I think that is quite clear and
that the member for Nedlands feels that,
in view of all the facts, there was no at-
tempt whatever to cast a slur on any per-
son associated with the Bill and that those
who recommended it to the Government
were confident that the rates proposed
should apply and that they were the appro-
priate rates to recommend. Time has
shown that their anticipations were not to
be brought to fruition. In the circumstances
the Government has been faced with the
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necessity to amend the rates not in any
revolutionary way but in a modest mnan-
ncr, in accordance with the recommenda-
tions of the actuary with the object in view
that over a period of years the position
-will right itself. I appreciate the approach
that members have made to this subject
.And the contributions they have made to
the debate in connection with the Bill.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time,

In Commnittee.

Mr. Rodoreda. in the Chair; the Premier
in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 3-ared to.
Clause 4--Amendment of Section 8:
Mr. WATTS: The clause would seem to

indicate the intention of the Government
to dispense for all time with the services
of a Government actuary-unless the Act
-should be further amended. For many
years we had the advantage of the ser-
vices of the late Mr. Bennett as Govern-
ment Actuary and he proved himself a
very valuable officer. As I interpret the
clause, the intention of the Government is
not to have a Government actuary, and I
think that is undesirable. I do not know
whether an actuary can be obtained at the
present time, hut if one is available I
think his services, should he be suitable,
should he availed of by the Government
for assistance in this and other matters.
If it is intended to mnake such an appoint-
ment, why include the amendment em-
bodied in the clause?

The PREMIER: If I could resort to the
vernacular and say that "an actuary is a
rare bird," it would describe, the position.
Throughout Australia, and including those
employed by the Commonwealth, there are
only seven or eight actuaries. An actuary
is a man possessing high qualifications, one
who has had to submit himself to vital ex-
aminations and to devote himself to all sorts
of studies in order to fit himself for this
particular and peculiar vocation. If the
Government were to wait in anticipation of
someone graduating so as to fulfil the duties..
of Government actuary, it would have a
considerable time to wait. In the circumn-
stances, the intention of the Government is
to keep the funds safeguarded through the
employment of an actuary from another
State and to amend the Act so as to give

the f und the benefit of a full board. I as-
sure the Committee that the Government
will exert every endeavour to secure the
services of an actuary fully qualified if one
should be available. For the time being,
that is impossible and the Government has
availed itself of the services of an actuary
from another State, who will act in an ad-
visory capacity.

Mr. DONEY : Do I undcrstand that the
gentleman who is taking the place of the
late Government Actuary is himself an ac-
tuary? Is it the intention of the Govern-
ment always to have in that position a man
who is a qualified actuary? I appreciate
that, as the position is at present, difficulty
might be experienced if the Act were not
amended.

The PREMIER: I hay0 already an-
swered that question but I fear the hon.
member was temporarily absent from the
Chamber during my second reading'speech.
I wade it clear that the reports I tabled
were from Mr. Bennett himself prior to
his death and from the Government Actuary
of Victoria, Mr. Gawler, whom we employed
for this purpose, and whose services wvere
made available to us by the Victorian Coy-
ernmient. On the lamented death of Mr.
Bennett the then Treasurer immediately
conferred with the Premier Of VictoriaL Who
made the se 'rvices of the Victorian Govern-
ment Actuary available and it was his re-
po-rt that I tabled.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 5 to 21-agreed to.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 po..

New Clause;

Mr, McDONALD: I move an amend-
met-

That a new clause be inserted as fol-
lows :-"14. A femnle contributor may elect
to retire on or after attaining the age of 55
years and if she shell contribute in a lumip
sumi or in such smeller sumns and at such
periods as the board approves the actuarial
equivalent of the amount necessary to com-
plete her payments to the fund up to a later
age (not exceeding the age of 65 years) she
shatl lie entitled to retire at the age so elect-
ed by her for retirement upon a peUnso
errual to that which wvould here been pany-
able to her if she retired at such inter
age of retirement.''

For example, a femnale contributor might
elect. to retire at the age of 55 years. She
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would say, "I would like to retire at 55 on
a pension which I would have received had
I continued working until 60." Thereupon,
at 55 years, she pays into the fund the
actuarial equivalent of the contribution
which she would have made between 55 and
60 had she remained in the service. Having
paid that actuarial equivalent, she then re-
tires at 6 on a pension attributable to age
60. That principle is already recognised
in the parent Act. By Section 35 (3) of
the principal Act it is provided that a con-
tributor who elects to retire on or after at-
taining the age of 60 years ma y contribute
in a Jump sum, or in such smaller sums, and
at such period, as the board approves, the
actuarial equivalent of the amount necessary
to complete his payments to the fund up
to a later age, no t exceeding the agc of 65
years. That is the principle which it is pro-
posed shall be applied by the amendment in
the case of women; they are to be carried
five years further back to give them the
opportunity to retire at the age of 55.

Mr. Doney: Women get the old age pen-
sion at an age five years earlier than men.

M~r. McDONALD: That is so. In the case
of a woman, she may receive the old age
pension at 60 years, whereas a man must
have attained the age of 65 years. Men
very often do not wish to retire earlier; they
desire to continue in their occupation until
they are 60 or 65 years. Women are
different, and it suits some to retire at an
earlier age. I appreciate that the amend-
ment involves possible actuarial calcula-
tions. In my amendment I have used the
phrase regarding the contribution of the
actuarial equivalent that is contained in the
principal Act, in the cae where a member
desires to retire at 60 instead of 65. If a
woman desires to retire at 55, it may be
that the actuarial equivalent which she
should pay might be larger than
is required to be paid under the
provision in the Act allowing re-
tirement at the age of 60. T appreciate
that the Treasurer might require to obtain
actuarial advice, and that in consequence
of such advice it might be necessary to
alter my am'endment. I have said that the
amendment was drawn by me very hastily,
in the time at my disposal, and it may re-
quire examination by the Crown Law ad-
visers of the Government. However, I
place the amendment before the Commit-

tee because it raises a matter of interest
to many women members of the service.
Even if it be not agreed to now, it might
possibly be inserted in the Act at some
later stage after actuarial advice has been
obtained.

The PREMIER: I acknowledge that the
principle is not new, but the further the
age as at retirement is contracted the
greater will be the impost both on the
Crown and on the contributor, if the units
are taken as at actual age group. That is
not the difficulty associated with the pro-
p~osal. The retirement age at 55 was con-
sidered by the Commonwealth .Superan-
nuation Board on two occasions and was
turned down on both. The last time it
was considered there were two schools of
thought; one supported this principle for
a review of the position to enable retire-
ment as at age .55; the other was abso-
lutely hostile to the proposal. The oppos-
ing views were on the ground that it would
be an acceptance of a principle which would
encourage, ultimately, compulsory retire-
ment as at age 55, and there are scores of
women in the Public Service of Australia
to whom such a proposal would be re-
pugnant. The Commonwealth, on that
round, as well as oin the ground of the
actuarial examination of the impost for
the contributor each fortnight, decided
against the proposal.

In our case, there is an added objection
to this proposal. It would cost at least
£E400 to £500 of State revenue to meet the
earlier retirement of each female con-
cerned. It is not necessary to wait for
actuarial calculations as to the effect of
the proposal.. I have the rates here, and
will quote them. As I say, the proposal
would have a serious effect on the State's
finances; it would mean an added burden
five years earlier on Consolidated Revenue.
To clear the femnale contributors on a 00
per cent, basis, as obtains today, after the
fund has been in operation for six years,
would mean so much more at the higher
rate and a continuing added impost, for
the reason that females retiring at age 55
would be anticipated to live longer. The
comparisons of contribution for retirement
at age 55 are: The fortnightly contribu-
tion at age 530 would be £6, and if the
female eoneerned were enjoying conees-
sional units, she would be simply paying
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under 7s., the State paying the difference
between 7s. and £6 for her share, and an
equivalent of £6 for the State's share in
addi tion, whereas retirement at age 60 is
£2 Bs. 4d. per fortnight. So at the actual
age group of anywhere between the ages
of 40 and 55 the impost would he impos-
sible if the rates had to be contributed by
the women themselves.

But the anticipation is that the State
would be responsible for the added burden
of the female contributor, who it] be con-
tributing as at age 30, plus the additional
proportion to keep the matter actuarially
sound, being the difference between the age
55 rate and the age 60 rate. I therefore
oppose the amendment on three grounds,
namely, that it presents a proposal to the
Government that would add a burden to
State revenue; that it -would be an impos-
sible prospect for the wvomenfolk who have
added units above the concession units, and
that it would bring about the suggestion
that age 535 would he the proper age for
the retirement of women.

The CHAIR MAN: Order! After study-
ing the import of this new clause I am com-
pelled to rule it out of order. I think the
Committee will agree with me after listen-
ing to the explanation given by the Pre-
miner.

New clause ruled out.

Title--agreed to.

Bill reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

Third Reading.

Bill read a third time and transmitted
to the Council.

BiUL--COMMONWEALTH AND STATE
HOUSING AGREEMENT.

Second Reading-

Debate resumed fromi the 6th December.

MR. WATTS (Katanning) [7.47] : 1 do
not think that any member of this House
is in a position to offer much opposition to
this measure. It has been extremely diffi-
cult for me to wade through the agreement
which is virtually the Bill. It comprises
something like 16 pages of much smaller
type than is usual in the Bills themselves.
I would say that it is equivalent to approxi-
nmately 32 pages of a normal Bill as pre-

sented to this House. What we want ii
Western Australia is a supply of houses a
the earliest possible moment and at th
cheapest possible rate. No-one wishes to dc
lay opportuiities for the Government t
provide these houses and, I trust, to be abl
in the near future to reduce the cost be
cause not only will the Government be ad
vantaged by such reductions but it wil
indicate to those who wvish to build thei
own homes that they will he able to do s
at a price commensurate with their mean
which, at present, many are certainly no
able to do. We want houses and that shoud
be the ambition not only of the Governmen
but of everyone vitally concerned in the in
terests of the State and its people.

This agreement, as faor as I understand
has been signed by the authorities in almos
eVery State of Australia and is practicell:
an accomplished fact. 1, therefore, do no
see anything to be gained in the short tim
at my disposal-because we did not see th
Bill until late last week when the Hous
was sitting and engaged in other matters-
in forming ny opinion or making any sug
gestion to improve it. I am disinclined t,
involve myself, in the short time availabl'
and in view of the length of the measure, ii
an attempt of that nature because, in vie,.
of all the circumstances of the agreement, i
would profit me and the House but little be
cause it is not to be anticipated that an'

major amendment, however desirable
mnight be, could be -accepted. We had
similar experience with another measure o
a similar type that was recently before thi
Hlouse-

I recollect that in the Legislative Counci
some few weeks agro a motion was movei
and carried for the placing upon the Tabli
of that House papers connected with thi
housing negotiations between the Common
wealth and the State. After some expres
.,ion of douht the Leader of the House final
ly arced to have these papers tabled fora
period of one week, and certain papers wern
tabled. While they were tabled I took thi
opportunity of going to the Legislativi
Council to peruse them, but I found thai
they supplied information as to the nego
tiations that had taken place only up toz
period some weeks before the date of tho
motion and certainly did not include any.
thing that had taken place in conneetior
with the last, and I believe the most im
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portant, conference between the State and
Federal authorities on this matter. In con-
sequence but little information could be
gleaned from that source. . The matter
which would have been most valuable in en-
abling a member to suggest in advance-
because of course some legislation on this
was anticipated-any alterations that might
be reasonable, was not available because the
relevant papers were not upon the file that
was tabled.

There is no doubt that this housing ques-
tion is a vital one. I confess to a consider-
able interest in it from the public stand-
point. I would like to have had an oppor-
tunity to know at least as much about it as
the Government omfcials who were con-
cerned. They have spent many weary
months in dealing with the various aspects,
raised under this measure but we, on this
side of the House-I suppose it is unavoid-
able-are in the unfortunate position of
having to deal with the mntter in a very
Fmall fraction of that time. Where they
have had mouths we have had days, or per-
haps hours. Once again in thfs measure we
find that there is an insistence by the Com-
monwealth that the financial resources of the
State shall be pledged in connection with
the canrying of a portion of the anticipated
loss on the rental houses, because of the in-
tention to charge a rental based on the in-
come of the occupier rather than upon the
cost of the premises.

I have no objiection to the idea of making
premises available to the occupier en terms
that he ean reasonably meet out of his
weely earnings. I think the idea of one-
fifth of the family income as a maximum
rental is quite a fair and reasonable propo-
sition. I have found, however, one interest-
ing passage in the agreement, namely, tiat
the minimum rental shall he 8s. It seems
extraordinary that such a provision should
he included because it appears to presume
a family income of not more than £2 a week
which, I trust, does not exist in Western
Australia at present in view of the cost of
living!I But, as I say, I have no objection
to the method of allowing the tenant to
occupy the premises at a rental that is not.
greater than one-fith of the family income
hut that aspect of the matter and the liabil-
ity of the State to make up two-fifths of
the anticipated loss do lend point to the
necessity for ensuring, as rapidly as

possible, that the overall cost of thee pro-
mises be reduced because then the ob-
ligation of the State, which it can ill-afferd
to bear in view of the financial circumn-
stances that we have discussed many times,
would be reduced as early as possible.

I sum up my views on the Bill by say-
ing that the whole of the negotiations have
been the responsibility of the Government
which must, therefore, accept the respon-
sibility for the success or otherwise of the--
housing scaeme inecludid in the 03..
Whether the results arc good, had or in-
different the Government must accept the
responsibility for the measure. We, here,
are in no position, as I understand the
situation, to amend the proposal because
it is already practically an accomplished
fact, the agreement having been executed
by almost every one of the seven Govern-
ments of Australia. Therefore I offer not
the slightest opposition to the measure.

Question put and passed,
Bill read a second time.

7n Committee, etc.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, -reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

Bill read a third time and transmitted
to the Council.

BILL-ROAD CLOSURE.
Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS (Heon.
A. H. Panton-Leedervillel [8.0] in mov-
ing the second reading said: This is the
usual Road Closure Bill that is brought
down towards the end of the session, In
1914 an area of 24.2 perches was excluded
from the Police Reserve 3396 at Bunbury
and the Crown grant issued to the WVest
Australian Fire Brigades Board in trust
for a fire station site. At the same time
a right-of-way between the two reserves
was declared for the purpose of giving ac-
cess to the rear portion of the site. The
Fire Brigades Board desires to erect a steel
tower on this right-of-way, which cannot
be placed elsewhere, but has no right to
erect it as long as the right-of-way exists.
As the only purpose of the right-of-way is
to give access to the fire brigade site itself,
there is no reason why the right-of-way
should be retained. The local authority is
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in support of the proposal to close the
right-of-way and the Police Department
has no objection. The proposal is sup-
ported by the Surveyor General and the
Town Planning Commissioner. The pur-
pose of this clause is, therefore, to close
this right-of-way so that it may be In-
corporated i n the fire brigade's site and thus
enable the board to erect a required steel
tower. The position of tile right-of-way
is shown coloured red on Plan "A."

Caltex Limited have applied for the
closure of that portion of Irene-street ly-
ing between Ocean Parade and Brack-
street at North Fremantle. The company
desires to purchase the land. It already
owns the whole of the land on one side of
this portion of Irene-street, N.F. lots 52
and 53, and Lot 222 and is pnrchasing
from the North Fremantle Council and
private owners the land on the other side
of the strcet-N.F. Lot 49. Last session
the portion of Lancelot-street between
Brack-street and Napier-road was closed
to enable the Shell Oil Company who
owned land on either side, to purchase it,
and some years ago portion of Miriam-
street, now Lot 252, was closed for the
same purpose. All this land between the
sea and the railway is conisidered to be an
industrial area. There are only six houses,
three of which are now owned by the Shel
Oil Company, and the other three included
in the recent purchase by Caltex Limited.

The proposal is supported by the local
authority, the Town Planning Commlis-
sioner and the Surveyor General. The laud,
when the road is closed, will be Crown land,
and approval is therefore sought, in addi-
tion to the closing of the road, for its sale to
Caltex Ltd. at a price of £60. The position
of that portion of Trene-street to he closed
is shown coloured red, and the land owned
or being purchased by Caltex Ltd. coloured
blue on Plan "B".

Section 7 of the Road Closure Act,
1925, closed certain rights-of-way at North
Fremantle, including three rights-of-way
on North Fremnantle Town Lot 49. No
provision was made in that Act for
the disposal of the land within the closed
rights-of-way and the title still remains in
the name of the original subdivider of the
land, I. S. Emanuel. The North Fremantle
council is the owner of the centre portion

of North Fremantle Lot 49 adjoining these
closed rights-of-way and has, sold it, to-
gether with the land in the closed rights-of-
way to Caltex Ltd., who has purchased
from other owners the balance of the block.
WVhen the council camne to transfer the land
it found that it had no title to the rights-of-
way and now asks that authority be obtained
to grant this land to the council for sale to
Calte-i Ltd. The p~roposal is supported by
the Surveyor General and the Town Plan-
ning Commissioner. The position of the
closed rights-of-way is shown coloured red
onl plan "C."

It is proposed to create a greatly ex-
tended site for educational purposes adjoin-
ing the present school site, Reserve 17035,
ait Fremantle. The Reserves Bill deals with

portion of the Fremantle Public park which
is be-ing s:',rre ndered by the Freinantle
council to be included in this new reserve,
as itell ats Class "A" reserve 21511 at
present a reserve for recreation, 'but which
it is intended to include in this new educa-
tional purposes reserve. This clause deals
w ith the clo-iing of Park-street and portion
of Skinner-street so that they can also be
included in this same reserve. The Pre-
inantle council has no objection to the clos-
ing of these streets and the whole proposal
has the support of the Surveyor General and
the Town Planning Commissioner. The
roads being closed are shown coloured red
on Plan "E."

The Workers' Homes Board purchased
certain lands at Joondanna Heights, North
Perth. The s4ubdivision of these lands for
the purposes of the board has recently been
re-designed by the Town Planning Commis-
sioner and, to give elffect to this re-subdivi-
sion, it is necessary to close portion of two
streets, Eleanora-street and Millet-street.
The closures will not interfere in any way
with the rights or convenience of residents
or holders of land in the vicinity. Plan "D"
shows coloured green the area of land con-
cerned, and the plan coloured red shows the
streets which it is proposed to close. I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second time,

On motion by Mr. Mann, debate adjourned;
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BTLL-RESEIWES.

Second Reading.

THE MflUTER FOR LANDS (Hon.
A. HI. Panton-Leederville) [8.101 in moving
the second reading said: This Bill might
be called a cousin to the Closure Bill, as it
also comes down towards the end of the ses-
sion. Reserve 19574 is a Class "A" -reserve
set apart for recreation-children's play-
ground--and vested in the Nedlands Road
Board. In 1938 an area of 30 acres was set
aside for a horse depot at Hcrdsmans Lake,
which at that time was considered a suitable
site for an animal health and nutrition
laboratory. It was then believed to be
necessary for numbers of large stock, such
as sheep, cattle and pigs to be kept at such
laboratory, but it has 'Since been found more
convenient to carry out research work in-
volving numbers of livestock at the various
research stations where conditions already
exist for maintaining and, handling such
stock. It is, however, necessary to breed
small animals such as rabbits, rats, and
guinea pigs at such a laboratory. If a'
veterinary school is started at the University
in the future, the veterinary laboratories, if
conveniently situated, could be used by
students to carry out part of their training.

The Nedlands Road Board has agreed to
make this reserve available for the purpose
of these laboratories. The area, which is
just over three acres, is amiple for the ere-
tion of the buildings planned, together with
any futujre extension, and facilities for the
breeding of small experimental stock. It
lies the advantage of being close to the Uni-
versity, to bus and tram, and to- existing gas.
waiter and electrical services.* It will also
be easy to reach from the Department of
Agriculturo. The Town Planning Commis-
sioner, the University authorities and the
Surveyor General have all approved of the
proposal. The building is now in course Of
erection, and it is expected that it will be
completed early in the new year. This re-
serve is shown coloured red on Plan "A."

Reserve 2665 situated near Donnybrook was
set aside in 1895 for the purpose of a race-
course. It comprises an area of about 571/2
acres. It is leased to trustees of the Preston
Race Club for a period of 99 years from the
1st January, 1900. Two of the trustees are
dead and the remaining one has stated that
the club is defunct and that he is agreeable
to the surrender of the lease.

Mr. Watts: Is that Mitchell?

The MINSTER FOR LANDS: I am not
sure.

Mr. Doney: If he is alive, it must be, be-
cause the other two are dead.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: The
Preston Road Hoard desires that the land
should he set aside for the purpose of a
greater sports round and vested in the
board. Before anything can be done to give
effect to this desire the existing lease must
be surrendered. There would be consider-
able difficulty in effecting a surrender in the
ordinary way in view of the trust and also
the fact that two of the trustees ame de-
ceased. It is usual to deal with eases of this
kind in the Reserves Bill. This clause, there-
fore, prov ides for the surrender, of this lease
and the reversion of the land to the Crown
so that it may be dealt with as Crown land
under the Land Act. It will then be possible
for the area to be set aside for the purpose
Of a greater sports ground and placed under
the control of the Preston Road Board. The
reserve in question is shown coloured red on
plan "B.7'

The next clause deals with a block of land
of an area of 26 perches, at the corner of
Anstey-street and Angelo-street, South Perth.
The South Perth Road Board holds the free-
hold of this lot which it purchased in
1908 for the suni of £40. The (department has
been informed by the secretary of the road
board that that hoard, by unanimous vote,
decided to make this lot available to the
R.SJW., free of charge, for the purpose of
erecting a building for the use of its rnen-
hers. The road board states that the block
was for some time used as a public pound,
then as en infant health clinic, and later for
AJI.P. purposes, but as it proved unsuitable,
new sites were secured. It does not now
serve any useful municipal purpose. It is
thought by the Crown Law authorities that,
even if the Road Districts Act suthorised
the board to give away freehold land
which it had acquired by purchase with
the funds of the board, which is doubt-
f ul, a trust that it should be used for
members of the R.S.L. could not be included
in a transfer. It is therefore thought neces-
sary to obtain Parliamentary approval.
The Town Planning Commissioner con-
siders that it would be difficult to find a
better or more convenient site for the pur-
pose. The Surveyor General approves of
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the proposal subject to truncation of the
north-west corner of the lot to which the
road board has agreed. The clause pro-
vides for thle surrender by the road board
to the Crown, so that it may be created a
reserve under the Land Act and a title is-
sued to the R.S.L. The lot is shown
coloured green on Plan "1C."

Class "A" reserve 8313 was set apart
for recreation in 1902. It has never been
vested in anyone, is not used for recreation
and, according to the Town Clerk of
Northam, has not been so used for over 40
years. It is some distance from the exist-
ing townsite. The Commissioner of Native
Affairs is seeking a permanent reserve for
natives in the vicinity of Northam, and he
considers that this is the most suitable
area. He has asked for the purpose of the
reserve to be changed from recreation
to natives. The Northama Municipality
strongly supports the proposal, which also
has the approval of the Town Planning
Commissioner and the Surveyor General.
As it is a Class ''A'' reserve, the change
of purpose requires Parliamentary ap-
proval. The area of the reserve is just
over 41/2 acres. The reserve is shown col-
oured red onl Plan ''D."

The Point Walter reserve, which is a
Class ''A'' reserve for recreation, wvas at
one time under the control of the Melville
Road Board. Prior to the coming into
operation of the Land Act, 1933, there was
no power to lease a Class "A" reserve or
.any portion thereof. The road board de-
sired to lease the tearooms at Point Walter,
but to enable thenx to do so it was neces-
sary to put through a special Act. An Act
was passed in 1921 termed the Permanent
Reserve (Point Walter) Act, 1921, to en-
able the Melville Road Board, with the ap-
proval of the Governor, to lease a portion
of this Class "A" reserve 4818, not ex-
ceeding one acre, for the purpose of public
refreshment rooms, In 1929 the board ex-
pressed the wish to be relieved of the con-
trol of this reserve, and on the 2nd July,
1929, it was placed under the control of the
State Gardens Board. That board now de-
sires to lease the tearoomus at Point Walter
for a period of five years and could
normally, since t~he coming into operation
of the Land Act, 1983, be given power to
do so by Executive Council minute vesting
the land in the board with power to ]ease.
The Crown Law authorities, however, rule

that this cannot be done while the Act No.
23 of 1921 is in existence. Provision is
made for the repeal of Act No. 23 of 1921
to enable the State Gardens Board to lease
the tearooms.

The Workers' Homes Board has arranged
with the trustees of the Public Education
Endowment to sell to the board, subject to
Parliamentary authority, certain lots at
Collie, the Crown grant for which is held
by the trustees for the purposes of educa-
tion endowment. These lots, which com-
prise an area of about seven acres, are
Nos. 881 to 896 inclusive, 907 to 914 in-
clusive, 917 to 919 inclusive, and 922, mak-
ing a total of 28 lots of one rood each.
The trustees have no power to sell without
Parliamentary authority, which is there-
fore sought. The lots are shown coloured
yellow on Plan "E," which also shows
coloured green the area which is being re-
tained by the trustees and which is re-
quired for the proposed site for a new
school.

The trustees of the Public Education En-
dowvment have agreed to sell to the
Workers' Homes Board Merredin Lots 446,
467, 468, 473, 474. and 475, a total area of
one acre, one rood, 38 perches, for an
amount of £250. The Crown grant of these
lots is held by the trustees for the pur-
pose of education endowment. Parliamen-
tary authority is required to enable the
trustees to sell this land to the board in
accordance with the arrangement made.
The lots are shown coloured red oil Plan
"F.,

The next one is rather interesting, and
I think the facts are known to the member
for Middle Swan. Certain blocks of land,
being the balance of a private subdivision
at .Bayswater, were surrcndered to the
Crown in 1926. These lots were all limited
to a 33 ft. frontage. Members will agree
that that is a very small frontage. Such a
small frontage would not be allowed at
the present time, and it is undesirable that
a house should be built on such a small block
of land. Two owners of land adjoining-
the surrendered land desire to increase the
size of their lots to permit of an extension
of their dwellings. Though under normal
circumstances the Crown would not submit
for auction a lot with a 33 ft. frontage, it
agreed in these cases to submit the two
adjoining lots to auction to enable the two,
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persons concerned to obtain a reasonable
block of land with a 66 ft. frontage.

Mr. Seward: Will they be protected in
buying?

Mr. Doney: I should say not.

Mr. Mann: Let us hear the story.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: This is
the interesting part. It was thought at the
time that there was no danger of anyone
other than the adjoining- holder purchasing
the land as there wvas no demand for land
in this locality. One of the persons owned
Lot 45 and desired to purchase Lot 44,
and in his case there wvas no competition
and he purchased the lot at the upset price
of £15. The other person, who owned Lot
40, wished to purchase Lot 41, but unfor-
tunately there was bidding at the auction
,of this lot and it was purchased by a per-
son other than the adjoining owner at a
price of £22.

This purchaser later found that the luand
was insufficient to enable him to put tip a
building to meet the local authority's re-
quirements, so to meet his difficulties and
also those of the owner of Lot 40, an ar-
rangemuent was made with the purchaser
to accept the adjoining Lot 42, which was
also held by the Crown, in exchange for
the one purchased by him at auction, and
to give him a lease of Lot 43, which would
provide him with a 66 feet frontage, and
then to give the owner of Lot 40 a lease
of Lot 41 which was originally put up for
auction. The latter, however, was not in-
dcined to accept a lease, and pointed out
with a good deal of reason that it was
very inconvenient to have a house built
partly on freehold and partly on leasehold
land. He asked that the lot should again
be put up to auction. It is considered un-
desirable to put up either of these lots
again to auction, which is the only way
they can be sold under the Land Act, as
some other person might purchase them
and the position would be worse than ever.
The only way in which these additional lots
can be sold to these two persons without
going to auction is under Parliamentary
authority, and this clause, therefore, pro-
vides for the sale of an adjoining lot to
each of these owners.

Mr. Watts: How long is it since the auc-
tion took place?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Only a
few months.

Mr. J. Hegney: Last July.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Plan
"G"' shows the position. Lot 40 was held
by one person and Lot 45 by another. The
lots surrendered to the Crown are those
coloured red-Lots 41, 42, 43 and 44-
which have been renumbered Swan Lots
5076, 5133, 5134 and 5070. The balance of
the lots are freehold. Houses are built on
both Lots 39 and 40 so that the owner of
Lot 40 can only obtain additional land
from the Crown. The ultimate result of
the arrangement will be that all three per-
sons concerned will have blocks with 66
feet frontages and the Crown will have
disposed of the four lots surrendered.

The present school site of just over sir
acres at the corner of East and Ellen-
streets, Fremantle, was, surrendered by the
Fremantle council to the Crown in ex-
change for other land. This exchange was
authorised by the Fremantle Leads Act,
192.1. The Education Department is now
seeking a very substantial increase of this
site so that ultimately an educational
centre can lie established there to include
post primary boys an d gid~s' schools,
science and technical training. The Fre-
mantle council has agreed to give up an
additional area amounting to somewhat
over W1/2 acres from the Fremantle Park
(Lot 151?; to increase the school site. The
Fremantle council holds the Crown grant
of this lot- in trust for a public park.

It has also agreed to gfive up the land
lying on the south side of Yale-street be-
tween the Old Women's Home and East-
street for the same purpose, and raise no
objection to the closing of Skinner an4
Park-streets for inclusion in this new edu-
cational site. This list area includes Class
A reserve 21511, which is a reserve for re-
creation and is vested in the Fremantle
council. It also includes reserve 17597
which is set apart for municipal purposes
and is also vested in the Fremnantle Muni-
cipal Council. As regards this latter re-
serve, the transfer can be made without
Parliamentary approval, but as reserve
21511 is a Class A reserve, Parliamentary
approval is necessary to change the pur-
pose of the reserve from recreation to
education and to revest the land in the
Crown. This Class A reserve No. 21511
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was originally a 'cemetery known as the
Skinner-street cemetery.

The Fremantle (Skinner-street) Disused
Cemetery Act, 1900, deemed the cemetery
to be a disused burial ground under the
C emeteries Act and vested it in the trus-
tees of the Fremantle cemetery. Section 2
,)f the Fremantle (Skin ner-street) flisused
Cemetery Amendment Act, 1931, vested the
land in the City of Fremuantle, and later,
the Fremantle (Skin ner-street) Disused
Cemetery Amendment Act, J935, all slabs
and tombstones having been removed and
re-erected in accordance with the provi-
,;ions in the 1931 Act, created the area a
Class A reserve for public recreation,
This educational site will also include por-
tion of Lot 1777 at one time the site of
the asylum, and later of the Old Women's
Home. It is considered that the provision
o)f this site will be a great acquisition to
the people of Fremantle and will not inter-
fere with the recreation facilities of the
public in this area, which are already ade-
quately provided for on the balance of the
Fremnantle Park. The Public Works De-
partment, the Lands Department, and the
Town Planning Commissioner, are all
qgzreed on the suitability of this site for
the purpose contemplated. The various
reserves are shown on Plan "H-' I have
aL number of plans to be laid on the Table
of the 'House. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

On motion by Mir. Mann, debate adjourn-
ed.

BILL--BUSH FIRES ACT
AMENDMENT.
Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS (Ron.
A. 1H. Panton-Leederville) [8.29] in may-
ing the second reading said: This is a small
and simple Bill designed to enable the Com-
missioner of Railways to assist farmers to
make firehreaks during the period when
burning i6 prohibited. Under Section 9 (1)
of the Act, the Governor has power to de-
clare the times of the year during which it
is unlawful to set tre to the hush within
any district or part of the State mentioned.
The times during which burning is unlaw-
ful are usually termed "the prohibited
period". Under Subsection 3 of the same
section, the Governor may allow the Rail-
way Department to burn on any railway
reserve during such prohibited periods for

any period not exceeding eight weeks in anj
one year. Under arrangements between thi
Railway Department and the Rural Fino
Prevention Advisory Committee the formei
does not apply for permission to burn be
fore the 24th December in any year. Ii
order to reduce the danger of fires fron
engine sparks-engines do spark, some o1
them-the Commissioner of Railways i
prepa red to co-operate with owners or oc
eupiers of land adjoining the railway re
serve to assist in burning a break on teh
land while the railway gangers are burning
on the railway reserve.

Mr. MeLarty: He does that now.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: He doe
it now but not in certain prohibited areas
This has the effect of substantially widen
ing the break and reducing the fire hazari
from sparks from railway engines.

Mir, Leslie: So the Railway Commissions:
does acknowledge that the engines do sparlk

Mr. Mann: And the Government is ack
nowledging it now.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: In sam
circumstances it is not possible at present ti
give effect to this proposal by the Commis
sioner of Railways. The owner of the lami
can only burn during the prohibited perks4
when authority is expressly given under th
Act. Under Subsection (2) (B) of Sectioi
10 it would be possible for such land to b
burnt with the approval of the local an
thority LIP to the 15th day of December o7
where the prohiibited period commences oi
or after that day, for the first 14 days o
the prohibited period. The burn is eonflinei
to one chain in width on any grass land be
tween two fire breaks, each not less thai
six feet wide. This however, does not mee
the position in two directions-

1. It is limited to grass lands; and
2. In those districts whe re! tho prohihiten

period commences before the 15th day o
December. it wvould not provide for burnini
between the 1-5th and the 24th Decembei

This proposed amendment to the Act wil
overcome that difficulty. It will allow th
burning with approval of the local authoi
ity on any land, and also at any time pro
vided the burning is carried out in co-opera
(ion with the railway gangs. The roa.
boards can only give the authority pro
vided the work is carried out in co-openm
tion with the railway gangs that are bumE
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ing on the railway reserve. Furthermore, a
six foot break must be provided, and other
precautions that are laid down in the Act
must be complied with. An application
wvas received by the Rural Fires Prevention
Advisory Committee from the Narrogin
Road Board-this should interest the mem-
ber for Williams-Narrogin-for an amend-
ment to the Bush Fires Act to enable
advantage to be taken of the proposal of
the Commissioner for Railways. Ia this dis-
trict the prohibited period commences on
one side of the iailway on the 15th October
and on the other side on the 22nd October.

Mr. Mann: That applies in the Great
Southern.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: The Bill

will perhaps get rid of that state of things.

Mr. Mann: It will not do that.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: The
lion, member is a pessimist. It would, there-
fore, not be possible to burn in that road
board area, and the same would apply to
other rood boards under Section 10 (2) (b)
between the 15th December and the 24th
Deedmber. The Rural Fires Prevention
Advisory Committee, which includes three
members of the Road Boards' Association
executive, was unanimously of the opinion
that such an amendment was desirable. I
was also asked through the resolution car-
ried at the annual road board conference
to put forward such an amendment. It was
felt that this; would assist in reducing the
fire hazard from railway engines. I should
iiow like to read a circular sent out by the
Railway Commissioner to road boards and
various places adjoining farmers. The circu.
lar is as follows:
Dear Sir,-

At the approach of the suimmer season, it is
customary each year to appeal to holders of
land adjacent to railways to co-operate with
the Department in minimnising the risk of fire
from engine sparks by ploughing firebreaks on
their own property parallel to those which the
Department provides within the railway re-
serve.

2. This year 's appeal is of a special nature
in that one of the major precautions which the
Department has been able to take in the past,
namely, the use of New South Wales coal in
locomotives working in agricultural areas, will
necessarily be restricted. The dearth of ship-
ring, and the need for conserving space for
more essential commodities have combined to
curtail drastically the tonnage of imported

coal which can be brought to the State, and the
Railways will have to rely almost entirely upon
local supplies.

3. Unfortunately, Collie coal sparks more
freely than does New South Wales coal, and
general use of the local product mui~st increase
the risk of fire along railway routes. The De-
partment, as hitherto, will do its part by re-
gular inspection of and aittention to spark nr-
reste-s, and the ploughing and burning of fire-
breaks within railway reserves to minimise the
spread of fire. The need for special care and
for their wholehearted co-operation will also
be impressed upon engine crews. These pre-
cautions must, howeve7, fail unless owvners of
land adjoining railways supplement the De-
partment 's efforts by preventive measures
within their own boundaries.

4. The provision of firebreaks on private
property hns on many occasions averted fires
which might have proved serious, and as a
protection to you- holding it is suggested that
you plough one or more breaks of at least 6
feet wide on your land parallel to the railway
boundary or firebreak.

i. On receiving a burning off notice, ad-
vantage may lie taken of the presee of thle
gang in your locality to burn off up to your
break within Ilite provisions of the Bush Fires
Act.

Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.) J. A. ELLIS,

Commissioner of Railways.

The circular was a genuine attempt to
assist farmers by utilising the railway men
when they are burning off in railway
reserves. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

On motion by Mr. Mann, debate ad-
journed.

BILL-hULK.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 4th December.

MR. McLARTY (Murray-Wellington)
[8.87]: I support the second reading though
I regret that the Bill has been brought
down so late. The measure has created in-
terest amongst a considerable section of
people, but it is controversial. I wish more
time had been given to the House in which
to deal with it. Nevertheless, I hope the
Bill will pass and become an Act. When
introducing the measure the Minister
said we had had a milk board for the past
13 years. I was a member of this House
when the first Bill was introduced. At that
time the Minister for Agriculture said he
regarded it as experimental legislation and
that there was no certainty the Act would
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become a permanent one; its life was given
a limitation. However, the Minister has
since told us that the board has fully justi-
fied itself, and by this Bill it is proposed
to make the Act a permanent one. I know
the producing section of the community
will be pleased with that proposal, not
only the producing section but other sec-
tions which are engaged in the industry
generally. This time the Bill is to be given
a State-wide application over any areas
that the Governor deems should be brought
within the scope of the Act, so that those
areas may come under the control of the
Milk Board. That has been advocated for
a long time.

I agree with the Minister when he said
that it was just as necessary for districts
outside the metropolitan area to have a
pure milk supply as it is for those within
that area. That difficulty will be overcome
by giving the board control over all whole
milk supplies. It will be able to control
the milk coming into the metropolitan area
and passing through it. In times past a
great deal of milk was purchased for such
places as Kalgoorlie and other distant
centres. There was no fixed price for it,
and there were occasions when producers
had reason to doubt whether all this milk
was going to Kalgoorlie or whether some
of it was not being sold under the board's
price in the metropolitan area. I am
pleased that the hoard is to have control of
this milk, for it will then know what is
being done with it and it will be much
easier for it to maintain the price. The
board did give the producing section some
security and it created confidence amongst
the producers. I repeat the words of the
Minister when introducing the Bill-it gave
a good quality milk to the consuming pub-
lie.

I emphasise that as a result of the opera-
tions of the board people in the metropoli-
tan area got a much improved article. The
position before the board came into exist-
ence was chaotic, to say the least; and I do
not think it would be long before the con-
ditions again prevailed if it weant out of
existence. I remember the troubles that
occurred in the days before the board came
into being when producers were receiving
Gd. and 8d. a gallon for their milk, far
below the cost of production. Had the
board not been in existence there is no

[98]

doubt many of the producers would have
gone out of production. Some did go out
because of the conditions prevailing before
the board came into operation.

The Minister referred to the campaign
which has recently been carried on through
the Press and has militated against the
consumption of milk. There is no doubt it
has been responsible for a considerable de-
crease in the consumption of milk in the
metropolitan area. I believe the statements
have been very much exaggerated. To read
some of them a person would think that
one had only to drink a glass of milk to
be sent straight to Wooroloo. That is ab-
surd! I have lived in a dairying area all
my life. People who jive in the country
are healthy. I know of very few cases of
tuberculosis, and seldom, if ever, have 1
heard of anyone in those districts being
treated for the disease, nothwithstanding
that hundreds of thousands of gallons of
milk have been consumed by the people
concerned. That applies generally. We
have a healthy community, and the per-
centage of people affected by T.B.
through the consumption of milk would be
exceedingly small. It would be interesting
if one could get the figure. People do not
contact tuberculosis only through drinking
milk, because there are many avenues
through which the disease enters the human
system. The people who have been spread-
ing that propaganda would lead the com-
munity to believe that milk is the sole
source of infection. That is absurd.

If this legislation could eradicate tuber-
culosis, which is its objective, no objection.
could be taken to it-certainly not by the
producing section. They welcome the pro-
posals outlined in the Bill. I notice from
the report of the Milk Board, which was
made available recently, that the consuimp-
tion of milk in 1944 was 6,859,000 gallons,
whereas in 1935 it was 4,400,000 gallons,
showing a net increase of 2,500,0110 gallons
during the period I have mentioned. The
point I wish to make is that the amount
paid into the compensation fund under the
present Milk Act-that is, by the producers
and the vendors--aggregates £38,700 and
that money is to be used immediately for
the eradication of tuberculosis.

Mr. Seward: Immediately?

Mr. MeLARTY: Yes, as soon as this Bill
becomes an Act. Apart from that, there is
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to be a levy or tax representing a maximum
of 'Ad. per gallon, to be borne by both the
producer and the vendor. According to my
figures, which I think are right, that mean6
that on 7,000,000 gallons, plus the rate of
'Ad., again the maximum rate, which is to be
contributed by the Treasury, a yearly in-
come of £29,468 will be available. I base
that on a consumption of 7,000,000 gallons
per year and, as the consumption is increas-
ing so rapidly, I think that a reasonable
basis. This estimate is based on the maxi-
mum tax of '/4d. being imposed.

Mr. Seward: The contributions have been
very much lower than that to date.

Mr. MCLARTY: Yes; I am quoting on
the maximum. In one year, on those figures,
there would be available a total of over
£63,000. We will take the amounts indivi-
dually. First, there is the £29,468 con-
tributed as a result of the levy and that
would pay for the destruction of 1,473 cows,
taking again the maximum compensation
provided of £C20. Then the £E33,700, which
we already have, would provide for 1,658
at £20 per head. That provides for a total
of 3,158 cows. As I have already said, that
would be on the basis of the contribution for
the first year, supposing the maximum levy
were imposed, plus the £33,700. Then
again, if we assume-I have heard these,
figures given-that there would not be more
than 5 per cent, reactors and there are
about 20,000 dairy cows, that would repre-
sent 1,000 cows and from those reactors we
would get a comparatively small percentage
that would be actually condemned because
of tuberculosis. In the circumstances, I do
not think there will be any need to impose
the maximum levy of MA. per gallon, either
from the producers' fund or from the ven-
dors' fund.

Some steps should he taken to cease col-
lecting the levy when there is in the fund
an amount that the Minister and his advisers
consider safe, and the Bill might be amended
ivith that object in view. Naturally, the con-
tribution could be re-imposed at any time
the Minister considered it necessary. A sug-
gaistion has been made to me that the price
to be paid by way of compensation should
be according to the market value of the
beast destroyed. Personally I think that
£20, which is the maximum compensation
payable under the Bill, is fair and that, if
we were to fix the price according to the

market value, there would be many argu-
ments and producers would have to wait for
their money for some considerable time.
On the other hand, if we have a definite
figure stipulated, finality can be quickly
reached and the producer paid.

Air. Abbott: Irrespective of the type of
cow?

Mr. MeLARTY: I would say that a
higher rate of compensation should be fixed
for a valuable hull. It is possible that a
dairy farmer might purchase a bull at a
high figure and have him condemned. That
would be bad luck, but provision could be
made to give him at reasonable sum by way
of compensation.

Mr. J. Hegney: That would have been all.
right if adopted in connection with the pig
compensation fund.

Mr. MeLARTY: Then again, there are in
this State, some producers who are breeders
of high-quality dairy stock, and they are
rendering a valuable service to the dairy In-
dlustry. Not only do they sell milk, but
they provide quality stock. In such a case,
provision should be made for a higher rate
of compensation, and I notice that the
Leader of the Opposition has indicated his
intention to move in that direction in Com-
mittee. I do not intend to say much about
pasteurisation, which is to be optional. A
consumer is to be able to get pa~steurised
milk if he so wishes1 or he can obtain raw
milk. I think it right that the rules should
be prescribed regarding the conditions
tinder which milk shall be pasteurised. It is,
dlone in England and it is certainly not right
that people -who pay for pasteurised milk
should receive milk that is not pasteurised.
In saying that, I do not intend to suggest
that firms at present dealing in pasteurised
milk are not providing a proper article.

Compensation is to be paid to dairymen
who are instructed to cease supplying milk
if the disease is found in their herds, in
which ease the producer can be ordered to
cease serving and during the period he is
not supplying milk he is to receive com pen-
sation. When he replies to the debate, 1
would like the Minister to give us a
clearer indication of the exact meaning
of that provision. Is there a special
time limit to the period during which
a producer can continue supplying milk when
ordered to cease doing so, and still draw
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compensation? It is satisfactory that the
producers are to have the right of appeal
to the Minister when ordered to cease sup-
plying milk. There are to be two repre-
sentatives of the dairymen on the board. At
present there are two zones, in one of which
there are 100 producers, and in the other
270. When the original Milk Bill was intro-
duced, I discussed this matter with the late
Mr. Alec MeCallum, and we decided we would
move for two zones. At that time there
were many more producers in what is now
known as the metropolitan zone than there
are now. With the passing of time, some
dairymen who were in tbe metropolitan
area moved into the agricualtural districts,
and it is only a matter of time when more
will follow suit.

I ask the Minister to give, us some infor-
mation as to how the two zones are to be
created. It is difficult to understand at pre-
sent what is in his mind, because this legis-
lation will have State-wide application, and
town districts like Bunbury, Albany and
Geraldton, may come under its provisions.
Information as to just how producers arc
to elect their representatives under the new
conditions will be of great interest to those
concerned. I agree with the proposal to pre-
vent the adulteration of milk and with the
powers soughit far the restriction of supplies
to hospitals and suchlike institutions. A
good deal has been'said about the manner
in which the price of milk is fixed at present,
and how that is to apply under the amend-
ing legislation. Many producers are of the
opinion that the price should he fixed
according to costs of production. There is
no doubt that costs have a close and in-
timate bearing, upon the production of milk,
but I can see considerable difficulty. We
know that many factors enter into the costs
of production. In Great Britain an investi-
gation was made in this -regard, but it was
found exceedingly difficult to arrive at what
was a fair production cost. The same thing
happened in the United States of America.

We know that the chief costs in the pro-
duction of milk are production charges and
payments for fodder and labour, and that
dairymen during the last few years have had
to face very heavy labour costsi. We also have
to take into consideration such items as
interest, insurance, depreciation, replacement
of stock, etc. Again. in this State we are
faced with the problem that we have a large

quantity of milk coming from the irrigation
areas and a very considerable quantity from
what we know as the dry areas. Therefore,
one can see difficulties in arriving at a fair
basis of the cost of production; neverthe-
less, I feel that an inquiry should be made
into this matter. The producers suggest
that a cross-section of the producers should
be examined. They do not suggest that we
should go to a stud-breeder and ascertain his
costs, or that we should go to an inefficient
dairyman, but that we should take a fair
cross-section. I suggest to the Minister that
be give some consideration to this proposal
whilst Parliament is in recess and ascertain
whether it is practicable.

When we reach the Comumittee stage I
propose to move some amendments. I de-
finitely want to give the board power
over transport. I think that is necessary.
With regard to inspections, I wish to give
the board the right to issue licenses on the
recommendation of its own inspectors. I
hope there will not be opposition to this
amendment, which, if agreed to, -will save
time And expense. The board employs effi-
cient inspectors. I shall give further reasons
why the amendment should be agreed to when
we reach the Committee stage. It is desir-
able to give the board c~omplete power over
veterinary surgeons to be employed in the
eradication of T.B. and diseases that affect
dairy stock. When all is said and done, it
is the producers and the vendors-assisted
by the Government, of course-who are pro-
viding the inoney to employ these veterinary
surgeons, and they should have the right,
in the circumstances, to say that such sur-
geons shall be employed as full-time officers
attending to dairy stock. Unless we do this,
I can forsee that the veterinary surgeons
wvill he engaged in other work.

We might have an outbreak of disease and
these men might he taken away for months
on that work;- but, if they are tinder the con-
trol and direction of the board, they cer-
tainly will be able to do their work of attend-
ing to the diseases that affect dairy stock.
I would remind the Minister of the fact
that tile hoard will not need to employ very
many veterinary surgeons. I was, reading
tonight a report by the British Ministry of
Agriculture-I showed it to the Minister-
in which it states that one veterinary
surgeon was able to inspect thousands of
cows in a year; I think the figure was
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10,000 cows in three months. I do
not know whether that is practicable: it
seems to me to be a tremendous number,
and I do not want to ask the veterinary
surgeons to inspect that number in the time
stated. The fact that this expert evidence
was givcn iii England, however, where the
distances are not so great as they are here,
shows what the officers will be able to do.
Nevertheless, as I said, I do not think it will
be necessary for the board to employ a
large number of these officers. That seems
to be clearly indicated by the report.

Mr. Seward. We have not any veterinary
officers to give to the board.

Mir. McLARTY: The member for Pin-
gelly is right. Veterinary officers are in
short supply not only in Western Australia,
but throughout Australia, Under present
conditions the views I put forward could
not be given effect to, but I understand
that we are to get some veterinary surgeons
from England. I hope we do.

The Minister for Agriculture: They will
all be wa-nted by the Department of Agri-
culture.

Mr. MeLARTY: I hope we shall train
some of our owm young men to take up this
work. More men are urgently required.

Hon. N. Keenan: The course is too t:evere.
Mr. MeLARTY: It is a five-year course

and very expensive.

Mr. Mann: And the pay is far too small.

Mr. MeLARTY: I think so too. However,
the Minister for Agriculture realises the
seriousness of the shortag-e of veterinary sur-
geons and I am sure he will do all he can
to remedy it. I also wish to ensure that
the representatives of the producers shall be
producers, although the Minister in his
second reading speech told the House that
this would he so. I intend to ask the Min-
ister to agree to an amendment increasing
the number required for a quorum from
three to four. My object is to ensure that a
representative of the producers will always
be in attendance at. meetings of the board.
The producers' representatives will nave die
longest distances to travel and it will be
prohably more difficult for them to attend
meetings than for the other representatives.
It is but fair that at all meetings of the
board a producers' representative should be
in attendance.

The Minister for Agriculture: I am pre-
pared to agree to that.

Mr. MeLARTY: I am very pleased to
hear the Minister say so. The Bill provides
that the levy for compensation shall be paid
on all milk Produced. I ask that the Min-
ister agree to the levy being imposed on
all milk sold. I think that is but reasonable
and I shall move an amendment to that
effect.

Hon. N. Keenan: You cannot sell more
than you produce.

Mr. MeLARTY: The Bill at present pro.
vides that the levy shall be on all milk pro-
duced; it does not necessarily follow that
all milk produced is sold. I feel that the
measure, when it becomes an Act, will be
of benefit to all sections of the community.
Whilst regretting that it has been introduced
qo late in the session, I hope it becomes law.

M&13. NEDHAM (Perth) [9.10): In
supporting the second readingr of this meca-
sure, with certain reservations, I desire
to add my fctv words of commendation to
those of the Minister when introducing the
Bill upon the very good work the Milk
Board has performed during the time it
has been in existence. I am glad this mea-
sure has been introduced, because I think,
if it becomes an Act, it will give the board
wore scope and additional powers-powers
which I coonsider are necessary. The fact
that the measure is introduced will be the
means of allaying a considerable amount
of uneasiness in the public mind as to the
quality of milk being supplied. I am not
reflecting on the quality of the milk sold,
but there has been that uneasiness of mind
to which I referred, and so there has been
a very strong desire that a measure of this
nature should be introduced with a view
to affording the necessary protection-if
mneh protection is necessary-to the con-
sumer. 1D tedl that the measure will go a
long way towards allaying the uneasiness to
which I referred.

The Bill provides for a tubercular test.
That has been said to have caused the pub-
lic a great deal of concern because of the
danger to the public of contracting T.13.
To use a colloquialism, that phase of the
measure seems to have got the public's
-wind up. It has caused some anxiety as
to whether there were cows affected with
T.B., and people were afraid of themselves
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and their children contracting that dread
disease. Another important matter dealt
with by the Bill is that when the board has
refused to issue a license, or has cancelled
a license, no milk can be sold by the
license-holder until his appeal is decided.
If he is successful, he must receive com-
pensation. To my mind, that is a wise in-
novation, because under the old system a
danger did exist of impure milk being sold
despite the fact that proceedings had been
instituted. Under this measure the sale
of the milk would be stopped. I have here
a document that has been circulated by
one of the milk organisations. It is headed
"The True Story about our Milk Supply."
It contains a very interesting paragraph
which I will read to the House~

Upon refereace to the W.A. Health Board's
Analytical Committee's report for the year
ended 31st August, 1945, it is interesting to
note that out of the 1386 samples of AMil sub-
mitted for examination by eighteen local
governing bodies in the metropolitan area,
only 39 prosecutions were found necessary dur-
ing the year; i.e. only 2.8 per cent, of tho
total samples submitted were not of the re-
quired standard.

This does not necessarily mean that even
this small percentage of under-standard milk
was unwholesome for human consumption.

If that statement is correct, and I have
no reason to doubt it, it is quite evident
that the public has been unnecessarily
alarmed as to the nature of the milk with
which it has been supplied. Of course, there
may have been cases where prosecutions
should have been lodged but were not
lodged. That might have been because the
board did not have the full power to do
so. There has been something in the nature
of divided control in regard to inspections,
but what I have just read is certainly re-
assuring as to the amount of under-stan-
dard milk that has been supplied.

Mr. Watts: The board has no power to

prosecute at present.
Mr. NEEDHAM: The Minister when in-

troducing the -measure indicated that it
did not provide for compulsory pasteuri-
sation of milk. There is a vast conflict
of opinion as to the merits and demerits
of pasteurisation. Perhaps it is because
of that clear demarcation between the
various authorities as to the value of pas-
teurisation that the Bill does not provide
for compulsion in that regard. I am dif-
fident in offering an opinion on pasteurisa-

tion, but I venture to say that whilst it will
not make dirty milk clean, it will make
dirty milk safe. If, as some authorities
say, pasteurisation reduces the vitamin
quality of milk it might be better to risk
the loss of that quality rather than risk
contracting dread diseases which impure
milk can certainly cause.

If a certain number of vitamins are eli-
minated from milk during the pasteurisa-
tion process, the loss can be made good by
the consumption of other foods such as
vegetables and so on. Perhaps that is the
reason that has actuated the Minister iii
not suggesting that all milk should be pab-
teurised. I come now to the clause deal-
ing with the constitution of the board. I
am not enamoured of the constitution. The
Bill provides that the board shall consist
of five members, two representing the
dairymen, two representing the consumers
and one to he nominated by the Govern-
ment. On other occasions when a measure
of this nature has been before the House I
have strongly advocated representation of
the retail dairymen on the hoard.

Mr. North: That is the employers.

Mr. NEEDHAM: That was in connec-
tion with another Bill. I have also advo-
cated that one of the consumers' represen-
tatives should be a woman and I intend,
when the measure is in Committee, to
move such amendments. On former occas-
ions when the question of a woman being
a representative on a board was raised, the
then Minister for Agriculture, who is now
the Premier, assured the House that it was
quite within the province of the Govern-
ment to appoint a woman to the board.

Mr. Watts: But it did not do so.

Mr. NEEDHAM: No, the Government
had no intention of appointing a woman.
When we get into Committee I shall intro-
duce an amendment to ensure that a woman
is appointed as a representative of the con-
sumners. I have no doubt that the present
Minister for Agriculture will support that
amendment because when the suggestion
was previously before tise Chamber be sup-
ported the inclusion of a woman member of
the board.

Mr. Watts: Like a woman, he is entitled
to change his mind.

The Minister for Lands: He was very
young then.
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*, Mr. NEEDHAM: I fail to see why a
wopman should not be appointed to this
board.

Mr. Withers: There is nothing to stop a
woman being appointed.

Mr. NEEDHAM: I am not going to let
this Bill pass without trying to have the
necessary words specifically included in the
measure. We all know what women have
done during the past six years. Not only
have they borne the same strains and anxi-
eties because of their menfolk in the vari-
ous battlefields of the world, but they have
taken their place in almost every industry,
not only in a working, hut in an administra-
tive capacity too. They have done every
kind of work from using a pen to a pick
and shovel, and even to working as puddlers
in steel works. They have carried out their
jobs admirably as administrators in respon-
sible positions. That being so, I see no rea-
son why they should not be given a chance
to become representatives on the Milk
Hoard. Milk is our most important food
and women know most about foods.

This Parliament should insist upon a
woman becoming a member of the board.
In the past I have advocated that retail
dairymen should have representation on the
board- They are interested in every way.
They are taxed by having to pay contribu-
tions to its funds. We have often heard
the cry that without representation taxa-
tion is not democratic. They have paid a
large amount to the administration of the
compensation fund, and if we want a well-
balanced board we should give them repre-
sentation. I hope that when the Bill is in
Committee I shall be successful in moving
an amendment to that end. Another sug-
gestion I make, in regard to the composi-
tion of the board, is that it should have a
technical adviser. The board includes prac-
tical men, such as dairymen and retail
dairymen but they have no technical know-
ledge of which I think a board of this
nature should be possessed. I suggest that
.the Minister consider the advisability of in-
cluding a University' graduate, from the
-Agrieultural Department, with a knowledge
of bio-chemistry and veterinary science
.among the members of the board.

I wish to refer to one other matter and
tbat is the clause dealing with inspections. I
was under the impression that tinder the

old regime there was a kind of dual con-
trol in connection with the inspections of
dairies, etc. I mean by that that there was
dual control between the Health Depart-
ment and the Milk Board. That is why I
suggest that there might have been more
prosecutions launched if the Milk Board
had had full power in this matter. I would
like the Minister, when replying to the sec-
ond reading debate, to inform the House
whether this Bill will give the Milk Board
full control over inspections. Subject to
the reservations that I have indicated, I
support the second reading.

MR. HOLMIAN (Forrest) (9.38]: 1 am
pleased that this Bill has been introduced
because it follows on the lines of what was
expressed during the last session by the
ex-Minister for Agriculture. Not only am I
pleased myself, but I have received much
correspondence and many expressions from
various organisations and producers show-
ing fairly widespread satisfaction with the
contents of this measure. These people are
practically all in agreement with most of
its terms. Many organisations have been
good enough to allow us the privilege of
attending their meetings and going through,
hit by bit, the conditions outlined in the
Bill, and showing their widespread views
in connection with it. Furthermore, through-
out the country, interest has been very wide-
spread as is evident from the commiunica-
tions that I have received, and I suppose
that other members have received similar
communications. At the meetings of these
organisations many amendments were sug-
gested, hut thanks to the Minister, who was
very free in his confidences with members,
numbers of these matters were satisfactorily
explained, and I daresay the House will be
given a fuller account of these points when
the Minister replies.

Like the member for Perth, I feel that
the new regulations governing the inspection
of herds for T.B. will in great measure as-
sist the industry and help to offset the harm
done by adverse criticism, not only in the
Press but in other ways. A number of
statements appeared in the Press, and no
doubt have had a deleterious effect on the
consumption of whole milk. I have heard
many housewives say they were greatly con-
cerned over the propaganda being put for-
ward almost weekl-y. The statement of the
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Minister on the second reading of the Bill,
and also the provisions in the Bill, will do
much to offset the harmful effect that has
been evident in the past few months. The
provisions in the Bill will no doubt make it
possible to give to the public a product free
from infection and a regular supply of good
quality milk. Another provision that the
producers have wished for for a long Lime
is that which gives the hoard permanence,
and that will he achieved when the Bill
becomes law. Further, the measure is in-
tended now to cover the State. There arc
many splendid provisions in the measure.
The closer co-operation sought between the
board and the Agricultural Department and
the Health Department should be of great
benefit. No doubt there is a lot of work
ahead of the offiers that are being asked
to co-operate wvith the board.

It will probably he some time before our
herds have been cleansed of infection by
T.B. One point that will have to be watched
is that those herds that have been cleared
might be re-infected by stock bought from
time to time. The dairyman will require
some guarantee that the stock he
is buying is free from T .B., and I trust
the board will have that point in mind. It
has been suggested that as each herd is
inspected and cleansed of T.B., there should
be a quarantine area established, so that
aff-ected cattle cannot come in from other
parts of the State. It is no use cleansing
herds only to have the disease re-introduced.
I do not know bow that danger is to be
overcome, because I do not think the board
will be able to control the whole of Western
Australia for some considerable time to
come. I commend the idea of placing at the
disposal of the board the two funds men-
tioned, that for many years have not been
drawn on. There is now a sum of £833,000
odd with which the board can commence its
operations.

There has been some talk by individual
producer;, as mentioned by the member for
Murray-Wellington, of the proposed levy of
Yid. per gallon of milk produced being a
bit high, but on the other hand I think the
serious-minded producer will realise that
this is a big job, requiring a considerable
amount of money, and that the board should
not be stinted for funds. The good that will
be done to the industry generally will more
than recompense the producer for the '/4d.

per gallon that he is asked. to pay into the
fuand. I understand that it is the intention
-though it is not expressed-to do exactly
the same with this fund as was done with
the milk vendors' fund anid the dairymen's
compensation fund, inasmuch as when a eeic
tamn amount of money is reached and an-'
not be expended in the way laid down, the
levy will be reduced. We all know that on
the 1st July, 104, the levy was reduced,
in the case of those funds, from one-
twventieth of a penny per gallon to one-
hundredth of a penny per gallon.

By circulars to members and by conversa-
tions the point has been made that the re-
tailer is being asked to contribute towards
this fund without necessarily receiving any
direct compensation from it, but he will re-
ceive a great deal of benefit by virtue of
the increased sales that can be visualised
when there is available to consumers a sup-
ply of clean, wholesome milk. I cannot find
anything definite in the Bill to provide that
the retailer will be compensated in a direct
way. In the old measure there was, a pro-
vision giving the retailer the right of com-
pensation if his license was revoked. There
is one portion of the Bill before us under
which it seems possible that a retailer may
come to receive compensation for the los
of a license, but I would like the Minister
to advise the House on that point. The
reason why I have raised that matter is
that the Bill specifically says there shall be
compensation paid for cattle destroyed, and
compensation where a dairyman is instructed
to cease the supply and distribution of milk
from his dairy because the milk is under
suspicion, if successful in his appeal, but it
does not state anything definite as to whether
compensation will be payable to a retailer.

Everybody welcomes the provision that
the Act shall apply in all parts of the State.
Through correspondence from Kalgoorlie
areas I know that people there are more
than willing to participate in this scheme,
and from copies of correspondence sent to
the Minister I understand that people in
those areas have applied to the Minister to
be brought und~er it. For a long while the
Kalgoorlie area has been served with -milk
produced in a district outside that
at present constituted. There may be
some method to deal with those producers
so that immediately the zones are brought
in for the distribution of milk those areaE
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will be. .brought in at the same time, and
will he given the right to participate in the
Rrovision of milk for the zones. I refer
particularly to the producers where the area
finished, outside Brunswick, and to pro-
ducers at Roelands, flurekup, and other
centres.,

I understand that milk from these pro-
ducers has been used to serve the Kalgoorlie
district and I think we should protect their
interests and bring in automatically the area
that is to be served and give the producers
a prior right to produce milk for those areas.
The Bill itself does not provide for that.
There is no guarantee to any particular pro.
ducer and none as to which districts will be
brought in. Some dissatisfaction has, been
voiced that certain depots have received milk
for manufacturing purposes and have sold
it as whole milk. I have heard that com-
plaint on many occasions though I have no
evidence of any particular offence. It has
been said that this has been possible in con-
sequence of a loophole in the Act. I am
not satisfied that a similar loophole is not
present in this Bill, although I cannot point
to it with a view to getting it stopped1 but
I hope the board has the matter in mind.
I have heard the statement that it is known
that milk received for manufacturing pur-
poses has been sold as whole milk.

.Notice has been given of an amendment
to alter the constitution of the hoard. I
have received from producers in the Bruns-
wick area, which covers practically the
the whole of the milk producers in my elec-
torate, a statement expressing satisfaction
with the proposed constitution of the board
up to a point. Pleasure is expressed that
the producers are to he represented, but
today I received a lengthy message request-
ing me to have the representatives of the
producers confined to producers. The posi-
tion as outlined to me is this: It is pro-
Posed to give the retail section specific rep-
resentation on the board. Under the Act
and under the Bill, a retailer-dairyman may
be one of the representatives of the pro-
ducers. With the extension of the milk areas,
it is known that the new producers coming
forward will in the main be producer-
retailers, and this would give the retailer-
producers a chance of securing added repre-
sentation. The producers who have nothing
to. do with the retail side of the business

arc afraid that the provision for this addi-
tional retailer could mean giving the retail-
ers three representatives.

The metropolitan area is fast losing its
producers. According to the report of the
board the number has declined since 1934
from 203 to 101, and there is a chance that
it will decline still further. Last year a
request was voiced in this Chamber that the
constitution of the board should be so
arranged as to give representation to the
producers in dry areas and irrigation areas.
I hope this; will be taken into account when
the areas from which the producers are to
be elected are determined.

Representations have been made regard-
ing the quorum, a point raised by the mem-
ber for Murray-Wellington. Provision
should be made to ensure that a producer-
representative is present when a meeting is
held. If the quorum were left at three, it
could happen that the chairman and two
consumner-representatives could form the
quorum, as it might be difficult at times for
one of the producers' representatives to
attend. I know there is provision that if
a member of the board is absent f rom A.
certain number of meetings, thc Minister
has power to declare his seat vacant, so I
have no fear of a producer staying away to
prevent a quorum and thus hold up the
business of the board.

Under the Act and the Bill, it is not
permissible for a vendor to sell to another
vendor without holding a retailers' license
in each district. As has been pointed out
in the report of the board, these districts
are numerous. I should like an amendment
to be made to enable a vendor to supply
any person issued with a milkman's license.
Under the Bill, as under the Act, treat-
merit depots would require to have retailers'
licenses in every district. I believe this
requirement is not insisted upon at pre-
sent. Devious means or subterfuges have
been employed to circumvent the difficulty.
Consequently, I ask the Minister to accept
the amendment I have indicated, which
would permit of holders of a milk vendor's.'
license being supplied. One subterfuge em-
ployed, I understand, has been to say that
the milk was secured from a recognised
source, whereas it has been obtained from
one of the depots.
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Another amendment proposed is to sub-
stitute the word ''hoard" for the words
"inspector of stock." The intention of
the Bill is to give the board very wide
powers to permit of co-operation between
the various departments, and the officers
of the Department of Agriculture will be
more or less under the control of the board.
In fact it is stated they shall be paid by
the board when performing duties for the
board. Consequently, we can safely say
that where 'the term "chief inspector of
stock'' is mentioned, it really means that
he is working under the control of the
board.

The member for Murray-Wellington has
given notice of an amendment to alter the
provision to require a dairyman to secure a
certificate from the local health officer be-
fore he may obtain a license. As the Bill
stands, it will be mandatory on the board
not to issue a license. To put the position
plainly, I think this is going to be a mat-
ter of impossibility. In my area and even
beyond it, there is only one health officer
and he is secretary of the local governing
body, and I cannot see how he can pos-
sibly supply all the certificates and do his
own job thoroughly. His present duties
are very arduous. I should like an amend-
ment made to the effect that the
board may exercise discretion in requiring
local inspectors to grant the certificates. I
cannot see why provision should be made
in the Bill for the board, with the approval
of the Public Health Department, to autho-
rise any officer or officers to exercise the
functions of a health inspector under the
provisions of the Health Act and yet not
give them this work to do. I have no de-
sire to take the work out of the hands of
local governing authorities, but I do not
want to see them given a job that to them
will be impracticable. From the time the
new legislation comes into operation, there
will only be 30 days in which to renew
licenses, and for this reason I hope the
Minister will approve of the amendment.

Transport is another aspect that needs
attention. Some provision has been made
for it. For instance, the board is charged
with the transport, carriage and convey-
ance of milk produced in dairy areas. Simi-
lar provision appears in the existing Act,
but the board, in its report, is critical of
this power and indicates that it has not
had the requisite authority in regard to

transport. If the board did not have th4
requisite power before, I fail to see how -il
will be any better off under a simlilar pro
vision in this measure. I shoald like to aes
it made definite that the board shall havn
the necessary power . in relation to tran&
port and that a license shall be granted t*
persons for the transport of milk. I can.
not see why, 'when a license is to be grantedi
to a dairyman, milk-vendor or treatmeni
plant, there should not be complete con
trot in the matter of pranting or revoking
a license to a person transporting the milk
We all know what an important part trans.
port plays in the quality of our milk. An
other point I raised last year and broughi
to the notice of the Minister was the pay.
ment of a bonus to the person delivering
better-quality milk. Under the provisions
of the Bill, the minimum price of milk maj
be fixed on the butter-fat content, and
though that has heen provided for in tht
present legislation and in the Bill before us.
it has never been given proper effect.

The Minister for Agriculture: Is
bonus to come from the producers or
consumers?7

th(
th(

Mr. HOLMAN: That is a matter for the
administration.

The Premier: It is a matter for decision

Mr. HOLMAN: They are managing ft
do it in other countries of the world and
therefore I do not see why, if we have a
board to administer this legislation, it
should not be able to devise ways anei
means in a matter such as that. I air
merely offering the suggestion.

The Minister for Agriculture: Somebod3
would have to pay for it.

Mr. HOLMAN: In an article appearing
in an English newspaper, the "News
Chronicle," on the 17th June, 1944, ap.
pears the following:-

The Government is not only concerned with
getting more milk produced, and cleaner milkc
The Ministry of Food arc considering plans
for rewarding dairy farmers on the basis of
the quality. This would mean extra payment
for high content of butter-mdlk, among othe,
things. Mfany countries, including the United
States, already do this. Owners of Guernsey
and Jersey herds in this country have bees
able in many cases to get an extra 2d. or 3d.
per gallon on account of the quality of theft
milk, but only if they could find buyers. The
scheme now, being considered would entitlec
them, to this premium, provided the milk come
up to standard.
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The reason why I mention that is that we
are asking for better-quality milk. Under
the Health Act, a certain standard is pro-
vided for; I think it is 3.2 per cent, butter-
fat and 8.5 per cent. solids, not fat. At
the same time, I understand that a lot of
milk coming from individual producers all
goes into the same container, and the per-
son taking a pride in the building up of
his herd does not receive as much as he
should. There should be some reward to
encourage the building up of herds. I hope
the Minister w ill give consideration to
ways by which that could he put into prac-
tice. Later I intend to move an amend-
ment dealing with the surplus milk. I think
surplus milk should he paid for not only
on the butter-fat content but also that there
should be an allowance for cartage. That
is only a reasonable request from the pro-
ducer's point of view. At present a certain
amount is taken off for services by the
plant, and the producer should be allowed
something for cartage.

As mentioned by the member for Mur-
my-Wellington, there has been controversy
over the minimum price ana. the way in
which it is anrived at. I will not reiterate his
remarks, but the cost of production, as out-
lined by him, is a serious matter and I
liope the Minister will give it considera-
tion. I am sorry, on behalf of the pro-
ducers, that the vesting in the board of all
milk for consumption or use in the areas
that will be controlled by this measure was
not included in the Bill before us, as this
is a matter that the producers have asked
for many times, and they have placed their
views before the Minister and his officials
on many occasions. It seems to have work-
ed well in New South Wales, where all the
milk supplied for consumption in the
metropolitan area becomes vested in and
the property of that board. Under certain
clauses of the Bill there may be a possibi-
lit7 for the board further to consider thc
matter as time goes on and make this pro-
vision. I whole-heartedly support the
Bill and congratulate the Minister on hav-
ing brought it forward.

HON. X. EENAN (Nedlands) [10.7]:
It is clear, in the first place, that under
this measure there are three inteirested
parties, the producer, the vendor and the
consumer. To a certain extent, their in-
terests may ho contentious but, to a larger

extent, their interests are in common, as I
shall endeavour to make clear. This Bill pur-
ports to make permanent the Act regulating
the sale of milk from the time it is taken
from the cows to the time when it reaches the
consumer. It proposes to make a permanent
statute, and all three parties are in agree-
ment in accepting such a proposal. This
Act has stood the test of time anA experi-
ment and it is therefore a wise measure
now to make it permanent, when it has
shown that it is of a character advan-
tageous to the public and to the producer.
The Bill also purports to, and in parts
will, effect the change of making the sta-
tute apply to the whole State. That, too, is
a matter on which all three parties agree,
though I do not know to what extent the
provisions that are very proper and appli-
cable to areas specially devoted to dairy-
ing would apply'on the Goldields. But I as-
suime that the Act is sufficiently elastic to
allow for that.

There are very few parts of the Gold-
fields, except in Kalgoorlie and the im-
mediately surrounding, area, where condi-
tions are not of a most primitive character,
and there might be difficulty in applying
conditions meant to apply to more closely
developed parts of the State. There are
other provisions on which the three parties
interested in the Bill will agree. One of
the principal ones deals with the measures
to be taken to ensure the supply of pure
milk. That includes the cleaning up of
herds suspected of being infected by T.B.
If this Bill becomes an Act, it will enable
that to be accomplished, with great advan-
tage to all three parties, but there are a,
few mntters on which at least one of the
p)arties can claim that a legitimate griev-
ance is not provided for in the Bill. The
vendors contribute a large amount to the
compensation fund, the same amount as
the producers. Of the £33,000 odd at
vh'Ich the fund now stands, I am told they
have contributed almost £19,000, yet they
have no representation on the board.

Msr. Cross: They should have representa-
tion.

Hon. N. KEENAN: The member for
Perth indicated that he intended, in the
Committee stage, to make some proposal
to give them representation on the hoard,
and I see on the notice paper what his
proposal intends to accomplish. I am afraid
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there will be difficulty in the matter, in the
way in which the member for Perth ap-
proaches it, because it may involve the
question of whether a private member could
move the amendment that stands in his
name. That will no doubt be dealt with
when we reach the Committee stage. There
are means other than that suggested by the
member for Pet-th by which the same
object can be achieved. We are so often
told to admire Queensland-rather like the
admiration of Russia by a certain class in
the community-and in Queensland the pro-
ducer and vendor have equal representation.
There is no reason why we should not have
that provision here, and no reason why, of
the two producer-members of the board, one
should not he a vendor.

The Premier: Have you had a letter from
your old friend, Mr. Crooks?

Hon. N. KEENAN: What an extraordin-
arily perceptive mind the Premier possesses!I
I do not wish to introduce into the debate
the possibility of communications being re-
ceived by anyone. Apart from any communi-
cation, surely it is a fair proposition that
those who contribute and who in future are
going to contribute a large sum-kn the past,
more than half the amount-should have
some representation. If the member for
Perth can fashion his amendment that it
will ho within the Standing Orders, I have
no doubt that the Committee will receive it
with some appreciation and favour. In
Queenslaind, the producer and consumer have
equal representation. It is not a fact that
there are some producer-vendors. I believe
there was one but, whether it did not suit
his business or whether pressure was brought
to bear on him, I understand there are now
none to be found on the board, and so, if
there is no direct representation given to the
vendors, they will have no representation at
all.

There is another matter to which I woula
like to draw the attention of the House. By
some curious rule, the board at present
fixes the maximum price to be charged to
consumers and the minimum price to be
paid by producers. The result is, I
understand, that in some instances the con-
isumer gets his milk at something less than
the maximum price fixed but gits it under
conditions that are far from satisfactory.
It is assisted in that direction by means Of
the watering can or something else. At

any rate, it is inferior milk. 'What peoph
want is a fair and proper price bted bj
the board, which -shall be the price to b!
paid. Consequently, I think the competi.
tion that would exist between' the vendori
under those circumstances would be ae t1*
quality and service and not competition h3
which one might gain a little more trach
through means that are not really beneficial
particularly in the long ruin-by which,.)
mean resorting to price cutting. That is Xe
matter I hope the Minister will agree tc
deal with at, the Committee stage. Theni
should be a minimum price to be paid to thE'
producers, and then there would be owo
fixed price that would always be paid on re-
tail sale, nothing more and nothing less
That should be of help to both the vendwi
and the consumer.

There are only a few other matters re
ferred to by members that I desire to men-
tion, in respect of which I shall lend my sup
port. One is that the board should liavi
complete power over transport. At pres
eat, if what has been stated during the de
bate is correct, the board has very limitai
power in that respect, and that cannot bq
regarded for one moment as satisfactory
I trust the Minister will agree to some pro
vision whereby the board will he given thi
sane powers over milk in transport as i'
hes in the other separate stages in its hand.
ling. Another matter was referred to by thi
member for Forrest when he mentioned tho
treatment plants that are selling milk lx
vendors and participating in this business
At present if a treatment plant sells mill
to a vendor in one district and also to an.
other vendor in a second district, separatA
licenses have to be taken out for each die-
tict in which that milk is sold. Under that
arrangement, except for somne honourabk(
understanding, the treatment plant ownei
could actually sell as a vendor and take oni'
a vendor's license in the district. That il
not desirable.

The suggestion made that inasmuch as thi
treatment plant must be free to sell milk tc
the vendors in some districts, there shou4
be an aliteration in the provisions of th(
treatment plant license which would giv(
that right to the owner of the plant and not
for him to sell milk himself as a vendor ix
such district. These are only small matters
The Bill, as I understand it from those fa:
more competent to judge than I am, is one t4
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be commended. Among those more competent
to judge I include the member for Murray-
Wellington who says he has been born and
reared on milk and is certainly a credit to
that food. He knows his profession from
A to Z and he represents, very effectively,
the milk producers in this House. From
him we have been led to believe that the Bill
can be regarded as satisfactory, and I shall
not reiterate what he has said in that regard,
except to this small degree.

M. ABBOTT (North Perth) [10.20]:
The aim of the Bill is to ensure that con-
sumers, to use the Minister's words, obtain
germ-free, good quality milk. Naturally
with that objective I must be in complete
agreement. The Milk Board has been in
operation for a number of years, and it must
be admitted that the result of its work has
been an improvement in the dairying indus-

trboth from the point of view of the pro-
ducers and, probably to a much less degree,
of the consumers. I think it a pity that
goodwill in relation to the sale of milk in
the metropolitan area has been capitalised to
the extent of something like £300,000. That
the board should have permitted such a
state of affairs to have arisen is most un-
fortunate. It is bad enough in the hotel
business, but for such a factor to creep inta
the milk industry, which provides such a
Vital food product for the people, simply
because vested interests have been created to
such an extent, seems to be entirely wrong.
Therefore I think the sooner the vested in-
terest element is eradicated, the better it will
he for the public.

.I do not know whether the board in fixing
the price of milk takes into consideration the
payment of interest in respect of capital
represented by goodwill. If it does, it fixes
-the price on a wrong basis altogether. I
hope the goodwill value will not increase at
all. It seems rather peculiar that in the
metropolitan area retailers are paying is. 8d.
for their milk whereas milk of a reasonable
quality is despatcbed to Wiluna at Is. a
gallon.

Mr. MeLarty: You surely do not favour
that I

Mr. ABBOTT: I think there is too much
difference altogether. Although the whole
milk section represents only a small portion
of the dairying industry as a whole, appar-

ently that section is to receive preferential
treatment, which is bad. The dairying in-
dustry throughout the whole State should be
taken as one unit as far as possible, and I
certainly think that when we compute the
price of whole milk, the ruling price of
butter-fats should be taken as one of the
principal factors. I know that that is dealt
with in the Bill to some extent, but it has
been suggested that that aspect has not re-
ceived serious consideration on the part of
the board. In future I hope the position in
that regard wvill be very different. It is;
ridiculous that one dairy farmer should be
doing very well while his neighbour should
be battling; all should be placed on the same
basis in this State.

The report of the Mfilk Board states that
scientific opinion inclines in favour of the
pasteurisation of milk, with the reservation
that the process of pasteurisation must be
carried out efficiently without any risk of
re-contamination. From the figures I have
been able to glean, it would seem that not
more than 7 ))er cent, of the cows will
react to tuberculosis and of that proportion
only I per cent, will provide infected milk.
That represents a very small proportion of
our dairy herds. Then again, it is Oriy
bovine tuberculosis that can be contracted
as a result of infection from a T.B. cow
and not the ordinary form of tuberculosis
which is more prevalent. From the time the
milk leaves the cow there are infinite op-
portunities for contamination. The dairy-
man himself may be suffering from tuber-
culosis and that applies to the milkman as
well. That may infect the milk with a much
more vicious form of the disease than could
be transmitted to the milk by the cow her-
self.

There are a great many other diseases
with which the milk could be contaminated.
The cow's udders might not be clean; she
might flick her tail; the milkman's hands
might not he clean. Right through the pro-
gress of the milk until it reaches the con-
sumer, there are many More Opportunities
of its being contaminated with tuberculosis
and other diseases. Therefore I should think
that pasteurisation and clean delivery are
factors of greater importance than any
scheme to inspect T.B. cows and to destroy
them-not that I am not in sympathy with
that point of view as well. I am not at all
sure that the system of pasteurising milk
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and extending assistance to those associated
with that activity, should not have been the
first phase to have received attention. It
seems to me that the inspection and des-
truction of cattle affected by T.B. are likely
to cost about £60,000 a year. If we take
71/ per cent. of the 20,000 cows and value
those destroyed at £20) a head, it will mean
an expenditure of about £22,000. I under-
stand that the cost of inspection will be
something like £32,000.

Mr. MeLarty: Where did you get those
figures?

Mr. ABBOTT: They came from a very
reliable authority, namely, the Government
department that is likely to institute this
scheme. Incidentally, I am not posing as
an expert but am merely quoting what I
have been told.

Mr. Cross: Someone has made a mistake!

Mr. ABBOTT: That is possible. How-
ever, the cost is likely to be very great be-
cause the Government is providing over
£15,000 from Consolidated Revenue and
another £15,000 from the other peoples' con-
tributions. Therefore a considerable sum
is involved. As I say, no provision has been
made to assist with the pasteurisation of
milk, which I should have thought was a
far more important matter warranting at-
tention, particularly as milk is much more
likely to he contaminated after it leaves the
cow than before. That, apparentl-y, is the
opinion of the Sydney Milk Board, beca use
from a report-which I admit is somewhat
old-issued by the board, it appears that
as from the 30th June, 1938, no raw milk
may be distributed in Sydney and New-
castle unless it is produced by cows certi-
fied to be free from tuberculosis by the
department or unless it has been Pasteur-
ised. I would prefer to see this proposed
board constituted as the milk board in
Sydney is constituted. That is a board of
experts, three professional people.

Mr. MeLarty: What are they expert ini

Mr. ABBOTT: They are selected for their
knowlege and experience, not by biased
people. The repreentatives to be ap-
pointed under this Bill must be biased. In
the first place, there are the producer-repre-
sentatives.

Mr. Cross: They ought to know their
business.

Mr. ABBOTT: They do. Their business
is to get the highest possible price for theji
milk. It is the consumers' business to gel
the milk at the lowest possible price.

The Minister for lAnds: Whom would
you make arbitrator between those two?

Mr. ABBOTT: I would not have at
arbitrator at all. I would appoint three
experts, trained in the work, who would N
able to give a reasonable deal to both sides
There will be only one independent man or
this proposed board and he will be virtuall3
a dictator. The consumers will be fightinj
one wvay and the producers another. Tht
Position will be the same as on the Arbitra
tion Court bench. One rarely sees znor,
than one decision in a hundred in which al
the members of the Arbitration Court agree
There will only be one case in a bundret
where all the members of this hoard will
agree.

The Minister for Agriculture: The strik,
you mentioned has not been going on al
readyI

Mr. ABBOTT: I think it has.

Mr. Mctarty: No.

Mr. ABBOTT: I again say that I con
sider a hoard of experts would be bette
than the board proposed by the Bill. Afte
all, producers would he elected who ar
actually farmers. How could they give suff
cient attention to the duties of the board
If they do, they will not be attending t
their farms; if they are attending to thei
farms, they will not be attending to thei
board duties. That would seem to be quit
clear. However, I am of opinion that th
Bill is necessary, and, although it could hay
been better than it is, it is an improvemer
on the existing legislation. I support th
second reading.

MR. CROSS (Canning) (10.34]: 1 ai
sorry this Bill has been brought downE
late in the session. It seems to mec there
a certain type of Bill which always creato
much discussion. However, we are at ft
stage when this Bill must be carried, othei
wvise there will be chaos in the industry.

The Premier: Item 12 on the notice papi
-City of Perth Sanitation Bill-com
within that category!

Mr. CROSS: Since it has been const
tuted, the present hoard has done an exet
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lent job. When it commenced operations
the industry was in a state of chaos. Many
producers at Brunswick Junction and at
Yarloop were not getting a fair price for
their milk; nor were the public being sup-
plied with wholesome milk. Much credit is
due to the board for bringing order into the
industry. I hope, if the Bill is carried and
the board extends its activities to the whole
State, that some of the primitive methods
prevailing in the outback districts will re-
ceive the same sympathetic attention of the
hoard. Some of those conditions are any-
thing but ideal. Thcre are two types of
producers-the country and the outer metro-
politan. The outer metropolitan producer
has been slowly crushed out. He has been in
a most difficult position, and I would re-
mind members that he has not been the
spoon-fed variety such as is the producer in
the country.

Mr. Metarty: Do not talk rubbish.

Mr. CROSS: It is not rubbish. The Gov-
ernment has spent thousands of pounds on
irrigation schemes.

Mr. Mann: And the country people are
paying for them.

MAr. CROSS: In the metropolitan area
the producers did everything for themselves,
without Government assistance.

Mr. Mann: A political qpeech!

Mr. CROSS: That has been one of the
greatest factors in forcing the outer metro-
politan producers out of the business. If
the Milk Board has made one mistake, that
mistake has been to force people to buy
quotas which were heavily eapitalised. A
man purchasing such a quota has to pay
from £10 to £12 a gallon in order to get into
the industry, and he has to pay interest on
that money.

Mr. Abbott: Do you not approve of that?

Mr. CROSS: No. I do not know how we
can get over it at this stage.

The Minister for Lands: The same thing
applies to "The West Australian" news-
paper.

Mr. CROSS: I am more interested in the
deal the consumers get. One phase of the
industry has not been touched upon very
nmuchi so far. I notice the Bill proposes to
give the board power over the transport of
milk. It is in the transport of milk that

the greatest change should take place. At
present, the milk we get in the metropolitan
area is very often nearly a week old.

Mr. Mann: What?

Mr. CROSS: A date cannot he put on
milk, either,

Mr. Mann: Wh~at about the Minister for
RailwaysI

Mr. CROSS: I do not blame the railways.
The Minister for Railways is not in his
place, hut I think he should take a hand in
this matter. What is going on at present?
By the time the milk gets to the consumer
it is nearly always two days old. I have
been in the country and have noted what is
done. I have seen producers at Brunswick
Junction, and just outside of Brunswick
Jnuction, putting their milk equs on the
roadside at 6.30 in the evening, and I have
seen trucks pick the milk up the next morn-
ing at a quarter to four,

Mr. Mann: What were you doing there at
that hour?

Mr. CROSS: Never mind! It would be
easy for the member for Beverley-the
wizard from Beverley-to do the same thing.

The Minister for Lands: Not on your life!
lHe could not get up as early as that!

.Mr. CROSS: That milk is sometimes
picked lip at 5 o'clock in the morning and
is delivered in the city the next morning.
That is too long. When I was a lad in
England, the railway company provided a
passenger train with a milk van on it. It
left the terminus at 9 o'clock at night and
ran 50 miles, picking up all the milk, in ad-
dition to the passengers, at all stations. The
train averaged 30 miles an hour and landed
the milk into the coolers in the city-Lin-
coln-about midnight. The milk was de-
livered the next morning. The Minister for
Railways could easily arrange for a fast day
train which could leave Brunswick Junctiou
at about 9 o'clock in the morning and bring
the miilk to Perth at 3 o'clock or even later.
If there is no refrigerated coach available,
one ought to he supplied. I do not know
why the railways, could not put a Diesel on
the run. I believe in fast transport for milk
and perishables.

Mr. Mann : I agree with you on all those
points.

The Premier: It would he better to shift
the town out into the country.

2688
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Mr. CROSS: Never mind about that!I
fast transport can be made available
other countries for milk and perishables,
ought to be made available here. Milk
our most important food.

if
it)
it
is

Mr. Abbott: Bring it by road.

Mr. CROSS: It is not brought any faster
than by train. If the hon. member doubts
that, he can verify it. Milk that is brought
by road is often left on the road 10 or 12
hours at a time and then brought into the
city. It is put into coolers and later in the
day taken out to the suburban depots and
delivered the following day, or perhaps
three or four days later. I am not too par-
tial to pasteurised milk, so I am pleased
that the Bill provides for the consumers
to have their own choice. I prefer fresh
milk, milk delivered as quickly as possible
from the cow. Pasteurised milk is such
that you cannot tell it is bad until it is
rotten. I propose to support the amend-
ment suggested by the member for Perth.
I believe that the retailers, who contri-
bute to the funds of the board, should
have representation. The member for
North Perth says that the chief arguments
on the board would be betwveen the pro-
ducers and the consumers in fixing the
price at which milk may he sold. It seems
to me that the effect of any such argument
will be to flatten the retailers.

I can well understand retailers wanting
a representative on the board, because of
all classes in the community the retailers
have had the most raw deal in the milk
industry in the last few years, and for this
reason: In 1939 motor vehicles were used
for the transport of milk; 64 octane petrol
then cost is. 5d. a gallon; now 80 octane
petrol costs 2s. l0d. a gallon. Junior labour
then cost £3 a week; it is now £0 s. a
week. fluring the war period, the only
wvaj to get milk distributed was to employ
junior labourers, who worked 42 hours per
week and were paid full rates. The em-
ployers were forced to employ them whlether
they could afford to do so or not. Those
retailers using horses for transport now
find that the price of feed has increased by
100 per cent. Nearly every other requisite
has also increased 100 per cent., yet the
retailers are getting only the same price
for their milk.

No-one can tell me that the retailers are
not entitled ", at least one voice on the

board in order to put up their side of the
argument. I support the Bill, and I be-
lieve that members on this occasion, know-
ing the agitation that has been proceeding,
will agree to giving the retailers at lentl
one representative on the board. liad th(
Bill been introduced earlier, I would pro-
bably have said a great deal more, but I
have touched upon the main points. I havi
no wish to delay the measure. I suppori
the second reading and will strongly sup.
port the amendment to increase the num.
ber of members of the board to six, giving
the retail section a representative on tbf
governing body.

M. NORTH (Claremont) [10.45]: Tht
member for Nedlands has already madi
most of the points I wished to bring bcfor
the notice of the Minister, so the Housf
will be saved time to that extent. Ther4
arc one or two matters that have not beer
mentioned so far. I refer to a reques
made by the retail dairymen that the chair
man of the board should be independent a]
the secretary of the board. He should hi
able to listen to complaints or requests
and therefore I raise that point. Aniothe
miatter mentioned by the retail dairymer
is that the annual report of the Milk Boar(
should be printed and made available ti
interested organisations, which course i:
followed in the Eastern States. I havi
also been approached by another organisa
tion representing those who manufacturi
ice-cream. That section has a point o'
view regarding the Bill. In the lpast the:
have been able to obtain milk supplies a
a price that has enabled them to make ice
cream available to the public very cheaply
I hope the Minister will correct mue if thi
statement is not correct, but those peopli
question whether under the Bill as it stand
they will not have to pay for milk th
same price as is fixed for milk sold fo
human consumption.

The Minister for Agriculture: Is not ice
cream for human consumption?

Ali. NORTH: I do not know what ice
cream is made of; I do not pretend t-
know. One member of this House, actin;
on the suggestion made to him, mashe.
some potatoes very fine and found it mad
very good ice-cream indeed! With tha
pointer in nijad, I emnphasise that I do no
know what ice-cream is made of. If it
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made out of milk, then if they have to pay
the price that is fixed for milk sold for
human consumption, the firms concerned
in the manufacture of ice-cream are afraid
that they will not be able to produce it as
cheapli as formerly. The Minister is
anxious to have one price for milk through-
out the State, and, while I agree with the
member for Nedlands that there should be
no competition in price as between the
different retailers for the various milk
rounds, I agree that quality and service
could be improved if prices were not the
controlling factor. I can see the point of
view of those concerned in the nanufac-
turing industry and trust that the Minister
will give some consideration to that phase.

There is another point that I stress as a
member of the general public. I do so because
of the alarming statements that have ap-
peared recently in the Press and elsewhere
regarding -the quality of milk sold. Why
should not the board be given the power,
if it so desires, to establish a small experi-
mental plot in the Harvey district for the
cultivation of soya beans with a view to
supplying soya bean milk and cream, which
could be sold to people who fear the possi-
bility of contracting tuberculosis from raw%
milk 9

Mrs. CARDELL-OLJVER: I move-
That the debate be adjourned.
Motion put and negatived.

MRS. CARDELL-OLIVER (Suhiaco)
[10.50]: In moving the adjournment of the
debate I merely wished to give members an
opportunity to go home, because I certainly
shall take up a little time. There has been
so nmuch eulogy of the Bill that I fear
members will be disappointed in what I
am going to say. As far as the consumers
are concerned the Bill might wall be'
described as one of shattered hopes, while
from the Government standpoint it might
be regarded as a Bill of lost opportuhities.
The Minister must know that it will tend
to increase the price of milk. It will allow
the Government to spend the money that
has accumulated in the milk fund in order
to pay dairymen in connection with the
clearing uip of infected herds. The effect
of this is to make those who have clean
herds pay for those who have not. it
purports to perpetuate a board similar to
one which proved to be ineffective. Not-

withstanding all the very eulogistic refer-
ences that have been made to it, the Bill
will encourage the creation of monopolies
and leave loopholes for corruption.

M1onopolies may not be altogether wrong
from some standpoints, if under the con-
trolling eye of a good Government. But
with legislation in regard to the creation of
monopolies in foodstuffs, particularly in re-
ference to one of such rest importance as
milk, because it is such a valuable factor
in the people's food supplies, it is of doubt-
ful worth, In my opinion nny value that
there is in this Bill depends almost entirely
upon the administration by the board. Gen-
erally speaking I am against boards, especi-
ally as instituted in this State. They are
not democratic. They tend to create mono-
polies. The Fascist Government of Italy
was founded upon boards similar to those
that we are creating today, and we con-
demned that government as undemocratic.
Notwithstanding that fact, we are following
in Italy's footsteps as fast as we can,

Much as I detest boards, I consider the
Milk Board most important because of the
effect it has on the supply of milk for the
sick and the children, from which point
of view it is of vital importance to the
nation. in those circumstances, control is
necessary, whether it be governmental, muni-
cipal or board control. After so much con-
troversy and criticism regarding dirty milk.
had milk and T.B. infected milk, much of
which I believe to have been exaggerated,
the time is opportune for the Government
to see that milk depots arc brought under
municipal or governmental control, so that
the fear of contaminated milk, which has
been so much before the public recently1
may be removed.

Munmicipal plants for receiving, treating,
pasteurising, canning and otherwise dealing
with the milk supply would be of benefit to
producer, vendor and consumer alike. By
municipal depots, decentralisation of super-
vision would take place and it would be
under an independent control, which has
been suggested tonight in another Way.
Neither producer nor vendor would be con-
cerned. Monopolies would be impossible and
the municipality would be responsible to
its people for clean and wholesome milk. At

Tpsent if under-standard or dirty milk is
discovered by a municipal inspector, the
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vendor-of such milk may be fined, but he
may not be responsible. He may disclaim
responsibility and the finding of the real
culprit is difficult indeed. I have knowvn
eases where a municipal inspector has taken
from vendors samples of tinder-standard
and dirty milk hut has not been able to dis-
cover where the milk came from. Owing to
wannt of co-operation between departments
and the impossibility of acting immediately
to discover the source from which the milk
came, it has been difficult to get the culprit.
Municipal depots would prevent that, be-
cause it would be. known from what source
the milk came. The health inspector in each
district wvhere there was a municipal depot
would hare first-hanid knowledge.

If this Bill becomes an Act, there will eon-
tinuo to be a few large depots with pas-
teurisation plants. Some will be vendors of
milk, and some will not. They aire to be
licensed by the board and that will be often
to the detriment of certain other dairymen
in the same district who could quite wvell
establish their own plants. But these men
have to go a few miles to get even their
own milk fromt the depot which has the con-
trolling interest. Further, these depots have
in the past been responsible for the holding
up of milk supplies, either through break-
downs of plant, labour difficulties, bottle
shortages or the alleged shortage of milk.
Under municipal control, those hold-tips
would not have occurred, because, had there
Ibeen a shortage in one district, they could
have taken their milk from another muni-
cipality. Not only that, hut there would
have been sufficient depots in the ares to
have seen that the people had sufficient milk.
The present depots where pasteuirisation
takes place give no guarantee of the de-
livery of clean milk to the small vendor, and
it is the small vendor who is responsible
when dirty milk is discovered on his pre-
mises or is sold by him.

An American officer who supervised the
milk supply for the American Force when
they were here informed me that he was
horrified at the slackness of supervision in
a few large plants that we have in this State.
He told me it was necessary for him to send
a man almost daily to supervise the ordinary
routine of their pasteurisation of milk for
American consumption. Tn my opinion, the
Milk Board bus been incapable of prevent-
ing the frequent stoppages in the supply of

milk through alleged shortages. It has been
incapable of securing milk from country dis-
tricts within a reasonable time. Milk de-
liveries to the metropolitan area from the
country have taken, as the member for Can-
ning said, not a wveek, but from 50 to 70
hours.

Mr. Cross: You cannot blame the Milk
Hoard for that.

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER: That is, from
the time when it comes from the cow to
when it is delivered to the home! I wish
the member for Canning had seen the
miethod of transporting milk in 1,000-gallon
tanks.

Mr. Cross: That puts the rubbish in with
the good milk.

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER: This problem
has heel) solved years ago in other States
and countries where the milk has been under
either municipal or Governmental control.
I can see nothing in this Bill to compel
quick transport. The Minister said that the
board in the past guaranteed to consumers a
regular supply of good-quality milk. That
sounded funny to one who for years has
been trying, but has been unable to get a
regular supply of clean milk for thousand,
of school-children, who are good, daily ens-
tomners, with no bad debts; children on whom
we depend for the future development and
defence of our country. Children are the
first cut off from supplies when there is an
alleged shortage. The board was always
deeply concerned but has been unable to
help. Thousands of children have been cut
off from supplies for some time now. While
our children have been deprived of milk
supplies during the last few years, some
2,000 free milk centres have been started in
Ceylon, and another 2,500 are in prol ass ol
being formed, and in those centres Austr.
lian milk is used. For so long have some of
our own children been without milk that
many of them have lost the taste for it. It
is no wonder that our consumption of inilk
per head of population is the lowest in any
civilised country in the world.

Mr. Smith: In what areas have they lost
the taste for milkt

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER: Everywhere!
Members will find lots of children now who
have not tasted milk for years, and conse-
quently do not want it. Inquiries now being
made by the Free Milk Council give out-
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standing figures showing that the consump-
tion of milk in schools has decreased by
nearly two-thirds during the last few years.
At one school I visited yesterday, where the
children used to take 200 bottles per day,
they now take no milk at all. At another
school, where they used to take from 300 to
400 bottles per day they now take 80. That
demonstrates the neglect of the board and
the Government to see that children are
supplied with a product that is over-
whelmingly plentiful. I attribute the
declining milk consumption in schools
to the inability of the board to ensure con-
tinuity of supplies, and also to the propa-
ganda that has taken place on dirty milk
and milk infected with IXB. It may sur-
prise some members to know that in Aus-
tralia, including Western Australia, there
have been agents for pasteurisation plants
about for some months. I think a great deal
of the propaganda on dirty milk has been en-
counraged by those agents who have sold or
wished to sell pasteurisation plants.

Mr. Cross: It has been exaggerated.

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER; I remember
when there was an alleged shortage of milk
before the war, on the part of one firm that
was a licensed supplier in a certain area
where its agents supplied many schools,
covering thousands of children who were in
the habit of drinking milk daily. Those
children were cut off. I appealed to the
board, but could not get much hell). I ap-
pealed to the Minister and to the Premier,
and the Premier suggested that I should get
milk in bulk from other districts and serve it
to the children. To do this was not practicable
because it was unhygienic, and it would have
been impossible to get the teachers to dis-
tribute it. In fact, I had to buy a thousand
bottles of milk per day and deliver them.
I had to do this because many of the child-
ren who received the milk had parents who
received less than the basic wage; they
could not afford the milk in their homes
and they needed it. When they were re-
ceiving milk at school before supplies were
cut off, a man almost across the road was a
vendor who was not permitted to supply the
-shortage because he was licensed for another
area. I trust that under this Hill, should
any licensed finan be short of milk, a licensed
firm from an adjaepnt district would have
the right to enter and sell in that district
.and thus prevent a hold-up.

The Bill will not prevent the waste of
milk. During the alleged shortage there was
a colossal waste. I was speaking to the
officer of an English vessel in Fremantle,
and he informed me that there were 80 men
on his ship. They received 40 gallons of
milk per day and more than half of it
was thrown into the sea. The crew of that
vessel would have been quite willing to have
had a smaller quantity so that the children
here could have received more.

Mr. Cross: That showed bad management
on the ship.

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER: I think the
member for North Perth hit the nail on the
head when he said that there were interested
parties on the board. Of course there are.
The men on the board are definitely in-
terested. At one time we could have sold
more milk than We Were producing. The
board knew the position and the Govern-
ment knew the 'position and neither raised
a finger to help.

Mr. MeLarty: That-is not so.

Mrs. CARDELiL-OLIVER: I say detin-
itely that whatever any' man in this ('ham-
her may know about milk, he does not know
more than I do. I contradict the statement
of the member for Murray-Wellington. I
have been on dairy farms and have seen
countless gallons of milk being thrown away.

The Minister for Works; How do you
know there were countless gallons?

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER: Because I
could not count them. This milk was being
thrown away while shortages were prevail-
ing. The reason was that the producers
were outside of the zone licen-sed to sell
milk to the metropolitan area. They could
not get a license to sell in the metropolitan
area because they' could not maintain a
quota over the whole of the year. Will this
Bill alter that? I would like the Minister
to answer my question. Men in a licensed
area give the surplus milk during the glut
season to pigs or throw it away rather than
sell it. and this notwithstanding that they
have a quota to sell. When they have sold
their quota, if they wish to send the surplus
to a depot, they receive so little for it
that it does not pay them for cartage. No
wvonder Dr. Undierwood stated the other day
that the average Australian family drinks
only one-half the quantity of milk neces-
sary to maintain a bigb ctn,idv,' -f health.
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The Minister for Lands: Perhaps they
make it up in beer.

Mrs. CABDELL-OLIVER: Would these
colossal mistakes and injustices have
occurred if women had been on the board.?

Mr. MeLarty: I should like an opportun-
ity to reply to you.

Mrs. CABDELL-OLIVER: Thank God,
the hon. member will not have it! The
major interest of women wvould have been
for the State's betterment, not for their
own profit. I1 heard the remark passed in
the House the other night when the Mar-
keting of Eggs Bill was under discussion,
"Put a bloody woman on the board!

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! That is not Par-
liamentary language.

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER: I am merely
stating that I heard the remark made in
the House.

Mr. SPEAKER: I cannot help that. It
is not Parliamentary language.

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVETI: Having heard
the remark made, I thought I would bring
it uip.

The Minister for Lands: You must have
a nice crowd over there.

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER: This occurred
the other night when we were discussing

the question of putting a woman on the
board. I am acquainted with women who
know as much about the production, sale
and distribution of milk as does any man
in this Chamber.

The Minister for Works: Give it to
them!

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER: I shall not
ask again to have a woman put on the
board. I am convinced that a number of
male members arc suffering-

The Minister for Lands: Now be careful!

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER: -from a
superiority complex, and that until they get
rid of it, they will be prejudiced and un-
just. Reference has been made to the
loading of the board. Members will say
that that is impossible because, of the five
members, two are to be representatives of
the consumers, two representatives of the
trade, and the other an independent chair-
man. If the chairman is to be the seere-
tary also, I cannot see how he could be an
;ndependent chairman. Although, as the

member for North Perth said, there may be
disputes among the members of the board,
I consider that the interested parties will
always wi'i, and the chairman will be in-
terested. In Victoria a few years ago, 1
learnt that there were only three members on
the board. They were not producers or retail-
ers and were not interested in milk in any
way.

Mr. Abbott: Just administrators?

Mrs. CARDELL-OLIVER: That is so.
Transport of milk in Melbourne many
years ago was by quick motor vehicles. I
did not find that the three members of the
board in Melbourne decreased the price of
milk; the price of milk'was increased and
the deliveries went down to one a day,
while the costs at the depots went up. It
cost about 6d. a gallon or more to treat the
milk, whereas here the cost is a little under
3d., although I am open to correction in
making that statement. Nevertheless, when
the board starts functioning, what hap-
pened in Melbourne will happen here; the
longer the board continues to function the
higher will be the price of milk and costs
will increase. The Minister declares that
the board is democratic because two mem-
bers are to be elected by the trade and
the three members whom the Minister will
appoint are presumed to be non-interested
parties, hut I cannot see how the Minister
can guarantee that statement.

I consider that the method of election
of members of the board at present is the
antithesis of democracy. One of the repre-
sentatives should he a medical man. I
would prefer to see a board of seven mem-
bers, that is, two extra members. The ad-
ditional members who I think would be
useful to the hoard and to the public are
experts. One is from the State Nutritional
Committee, which is comprised of experts,
medical men and representatives from the
children's clinics and the Free Milk and
Nutritional Council. The State Nutri-
tional Committee works in conjunction with
a similar committee at Canberra, Dr.
Underwood being the liaison officer. A
representative from that committee would
quite probably be a medical man or woman.
The second member who would be useful
as a representative would be from the Free
Milk and Nutritional Council. This body
has played a practical part in the nutri-
tional work of the State.
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The Free Milk and Nutritional Council
does considerable research work through
the schools and it has the confidence
,of headmasters and teachers. It is
one of the largest individual buyers
of milk in the metropolitan area. It
provides free milk for those children
in the metropolitan area whose parents
receive less than the basic wage, and also
elseWhere in the State. Such a representa-
tive would represent no fewer than 30,000
children in the metropolitan area alone,
either receiving free milk or paying for
milk. That representative would not neces-
sarily be a woman; because, thank God,
wre have some men on the council who do
not mind workink with women. They
stand behind the women very courageously
and help whenever their aid is needed.
Neither of these two extra members would
be producers or vendors, but they coul-d
assist in propaganda for the sale of milk
and encourage the milk-drinking habit in
children throughout the State, thereby im-
proving their physique. That, in my opin-
ion, would he of untold value to the nation.
I shall vote for the second reading, because
I cannot do anything else.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Mr. Bodoreda in the Chair; the Min-
ister for Agriculture in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 9-agreed to.

Clause 10-Milk Board constituted:

Mr. McLARTY: I move an amendment-
That a new subelause be added as fol-

lowst:-''(6). The election of the present
members of the Board is hereby validated
and, notwithstanding anythiiig contained In
this or thle preceding section, the present
members of tile Board shall bold office until
a new Board is elected under this Act.''

The board, as at present constituted, con-
sists of consumer-representatives and pro-
ducer-representatives; but there must be
an election now, if it is not overdue, for
the producer-representatives. Some time
will elapse before the Bill becomes an Act,
and I wish to ensure that the board will
continue and that the producer-representa-
tives will remain on it. In view of the fact
that the producer-representatives must be
elected, I think the amendment necessary.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
As the member for Murray-Wellington
says, the continuance of the producer-
representatives on the board is not pro-
vided for and if the amendment will do
what he says it will, I have no objection to
it. If it will not, I still have no objection
to it and therefore I propose to accept the
amendment.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.

Clause 11-Constitution of board:

Mr. NEEDHAM: I move an amend-
ment-

That in line 1 the word 'five' be struck
out said the word "'six'' inserted in lieu.

If this amendment is carried, I intend to
move to insert a new subelause to provide

that one member shall be elected by the
Metropolitan Retail Dairymen's Industrial
Union of Employers. The reason for the
amendment is to provide that the retail
dairymen shall he represented on the board.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I cannot accept
this amendment. Clause 17 provides that
the fund for the carrying out of the pro-
visions of the Act shall include, among other
contributions, moneys to be appropriated by
Parliament. For that reason this Bill was
recommended by a Message from the Lieut.-
Governor. As the amendment might, at
some future date, impose an added burden
on the Government funds, I must rule it out
of order.

Amendment ruled out.

Mr. NEEDHAM: I bow to your ruling,
Mr. Chairman. I move an amendment--

That in line I of paragraph (a) after the
word ''members'' the words ''one of whom
shall be a omaa"' be inserted.

I gave the reason for this amendment when
speaking on the second reading.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
From time to time this Chamber has de-
clared against a specific direction to the
effect that a member of a board shall be a
woman. This clause contains sufficient power
for five members of the board to be women.
There is no exclusion of women in the
clause. There is no necessity to give a
specific direction in this way. I oppose the
amendment.
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Amendment put and a division
tAhe following result:-

Ayes
Noes

Majority against

Mr. Abbott
Mr. Brand
M rs. Cardall-Ollvar
Mr. Graham
Mr. Hill
Mr. Keensn
Mr. Leslie
Mr: Mc.Donald

Ar.a.
Mr. NeedS
Mr. Read
Mr. Sower
Mr. Sbear
Mr, Toiter
Mr. Thorn
Mr. Watts
Mr. flons3

Nofes
Mr.
Mr.,
Mr.
Mr.
Md r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Cross
Fox
Hiawue
J. Begney
W. H4egner
Holmn
Leahy
Maraball
Mclsarty
Nulsou

Mr. Parito
Mr. Perki
Mr. Smith
Mr. Styan
Mr. Tonki
Mr. Triat
Mr. Willm
Mr. Wise
Mr. Withi
Mr. Wheno

Amendment thus negatived.

taken with There is nothing in the food line of more
importance than milk at present. Members

16 of the association, the name of which I have
20 included in this amendment, are all quali-

fled by examination as health inspectors, and
4 in the course of their normal duties they are

constantly handling milk samples and are
dealing with bacteriological and other exam-
inations of milk. I suggest thst if one of

am them were appointed by the Government to
d represent the consumers he would be in a

n position materially to assist the board in the
assurance to the public of a supply of pure
milk, and would be able to establish in the

(Telldr.) public mind a greater confidence in the as-
surance of that supply than people are

n likely to have if the membership of the
to board is confined to persons with no special-

o ised knowledge of milk and the problems

Ott associated with its distribution and guaran-
tee as to quality. I contend there is ample

e
(Tle. justification for some amendment such as

Progress reported.

Mr. WATTS: I move an amendment-
That in line I of paragraph (a) after the

words ''membhers" the words ''one of Whom
shall be a member of the Health Inspectors'
Association of Australia (Western Auistra-
lian Branch) "' be inserted.

I think that to a considerable extent we arc
-approaching this question of milk distribu-
tion from a wrong angle. We are not tak-
ing sufficient advantage of the scientific
'knowledge possessed by persons who are
skilled and trained in matters appertaining
to public health, including the question of
pure milk. I am of the opinion that the
producers should have stronger representa-
tion on the board than is provided for in
the Bill, but I do not propose to raise that
point now. I do say, however, that there
can be no better representative of the con-
sumers than a person who, by training and
experience is equipped to understand the
peculiar difficulties associated with the sup-
ply of pure milk to the public, and to real-
ise how essential sustained effort is in order
to ensure that that supply shall ho, kept
pure. Laymen, without casting any reflec-
tion on them, cannot be expected-any more
than can the average member of this House
-to appreciate the several and difficult
problems that exist in ensuring a supply of
pure milk to the community.

ADJOUTRNMENT-SPECIAL.

THE PREMIER (Ron. F. J. S. Wise-
Gascoyne): I move-

That the House at its rising adjourn till
4 p.m. tomorrow.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 11.38 pa.
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